Hello students,
I still remember in school days we used to mug up” Raghukul riti sada chali aayi Pran jayee par
vachan na jaye” which means come what may a person should not deviate from his commitment
(even if it is verbal).But if I see myself I don’t trust any verbal commitment. If somebody promises
me some services, I immediately tell him/her, “Can you please drop me a mail with theses promises
so that it comes on record and I am not answerable if you fail to deliver”. This is my state of mind,
what about you?
Let me help you to take decision by sharing one incident.
In February we had arranged a seminar on IOT. Everything was fixed registration taken, speaker
was fixed, venue was booked etc. But on the same day Rose day was announced so we were expecting out of 95 registrations at least 50 will turn-up for the seminar, but to my surprise not even a
single student turn-up. It was a very embarrassing situation for us as organizers because we had to
say sorry to the speaker who had prepared for seminar and requested him to conduct it next week.
I was very upset with this attitude of students that they did not bother to show some courtesy.
Anyway we started to plan for next week where we did not wanted to face same situation in front of
expert. So this time I told my team that we will keep a registration fee of 50/- which will be refunded
it students attend it.
For next week there were 80 registrations and to my surprise 80 students attended the seminar. So it was time for me to analyze from where this commitment had some when it was 0% last
time & 100% this time.
I did not had to break my head on this because answer was obvious that 50/- which students
had paid as registration fee brought this commitment.
So I could conclude that commitment comes with money and declared to my professional
body that from next time for seminars/workshops which are for free please take registration fees
which could be refunded.
Do you think I am correct in making this conclusion? I know some of you may not agree with
me.Let us further analyze the scenario, in today’s world, all corporate give incentives in the form
of money to motivate their employees to work hard and remain committed towards their work. So
still do you feel I am wrong in concluding money brings commitment?It is very sad that in today’s
world money can purchase commitment; there are no moral values that motivate individuals to do
their duties with sincerely.
We all dream of India becoming a superpower, but do you think it is possible if our youth have this
mindset. So I want to appeal that definitely money is important but don’t make it everything.
India looks at its youth as demographic dividend therefore, lot of schemes have been made so that
our youth is skilled but believe me these skills are useless if individuals don’t have moral values.
Think it over.
Stay blessed

I would like to congratulate the student and faculty members of the editorial team for their commendable performance in publishing the 4th edition of our Departmental Technical Magazine,
Abhivarg.
Technology is ever changing and ever expanding. To cope with the constant progress in this
field, today’s engineers must possess an ever improving skill set. With that in mind this edition
of Abhivarg is created with the vision of bringing the latest progress and trends to the reader.
Abhivarg, when conceived, was not only a technical magazine, but a new initiative to bring the
students and the faculty together about the department’s activities on a bi-annual basis. From
that, it has further evolved to a publication for articles about the latest technology and innovative
methods used by our students in their projects alongside their co-curricular and extracurricular
achievements.
In conclusion, I am confident that this edition of Abhivarg will inspire and energize the readers
to develop both professionally and personally as engineers.

Department Vision &
Mission

VISION
The department of Electronics and Telecommunication engineering envisions developing internationally competent professions with a sense of
responsibility and social sensitivity .
MISSION
To impart professional education endowed with
human values using active learning techniques, to
transform the students to be competent and committed engineers meeting the current and future
demands and capable of providing engineering solutions with social sensitivity.

Greetings and a warm welcome to our Abhivarg 2.2 Technical Magazine (Academic year
2016-17)!
Good things remain always good. I am really thankful to my wonderful magazine team specially my colleague Ms.Megha Gupta. I appreciate their commendable efforts taken for the
magazine.
This time again, Abhivarg has technical articles from industry experts, alumni, faculty members and students. It also includes student’s achievements, events conducted by department
in even semester of academic year 2016-17. Along with this, experiences of Industry persons
and some of our alumni has been shared which will be definitely useful for our students.
I hope in the next issue students will participate enthusiastically with more articles and
bright innovative ideas. I wish them to experience victory in all their future endeavors.
Also, feel free to leave comments on the articles as well as share your thoughts or ask question to author on extcmagazine@gmail.com
I appreciate your support and I am delighted to have you as a reader of our Magazine.
With warmest thanks,

Star performer of EXTC

HOD AND DEPUTY HOD
FELICITATING
SUMIT KUSHWAHA

AN INTERVIEW OF Sumit KushwaHA
TE EXTC A

One of the T.E. students, Mr. Sumit Kushwaha, has the practical’s with the theory and ask doubts on the
earned a 10 pointer in semester 5. This is a feat that all spot which also prepares me for the Viva.
of us dream to achieve. You can understand how he has
done this by reading the following conversation.
Q.Do you participate in extra/co-curricular activities
and how do you manage them with your academics?
Q.How did you plan your studies?
A.Yes, I participated in various activities both extra
A. We do not get an idea of the syllabus until after and co-curricular activities. I was part of the Cricket
Term Test 1, so I am not able to focus so much on my Team of my class. I also took part in E-Yantra Robotstudies until I get the result of term test 1. After the re- ics Competition, IIT Bombay which required hardware
sult I analyze what my areas of strength and weakness and software knowledge. I had to contribute lot of time
are. After analysis, I try to improve on my weaknesses for this competition by sacrificing my academics. As I
by devoting a little time to studies while still manag- take part in such competitions and activities, I have to
ing my submissions of assignments and practical’s as sacrifice things like attending family functions and havevery mark counts. I get an overall idea of the syllabus ing fun with my friends.
and clear direction by attending the lectures and implementing this knowledge while studying in the prepara- Q. Would you like to convey any message to our readtory leave.
ers?
Q.How to do you study in the preparatory leave?

A. I would like to tell the readers that it is important to
strike a balance between studies and enjoying with famA.I first calculate the number of days that I have before ily and friends. I believe that rest is equally important
the first paper. I then exclude 4-5 days before the 1st pa- as are studies. So my advice would be that everyone
per for its preparation. I then set priorities to all the sub- should find their own way of balancing all these things
jects according to how well I understand it. The least so that they can optimize their studies.
understood subject is given the highest priority and according to the priority I divide the remaining number of
days. I study only a single subject for 5-7 hours per day
for as much number of days I have allotted for the subject. As I believe in the Pareto principle, which states
that 80% of the effects come from 20% of the causes, I
study 20% of the entire syllabus to the best of my abilities and glance through the remaining 80%.
Q. How do you prepare for your practical exam?
A. The preparation for the practical exam starts from
the first practical of the semester. I always try to analyze everything that I do in each of the practicals and
try to draw conclusions from it. I also try to relate all
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THE INTERNET OF THINGS
Vinod Johari
General Manager
Reliance jio

INTRODUCTION
There was something happened in the year 1995 which
seems like a dream come true today - the introduction
of smartphones in the human society. This changed the
way humans live forever. Today, we see 2 things very
common – Human 2 Human interaction and Human to
Machine interaction. One thing which is primarily missing is the Machine to Machine Interaction. No, I am not
talking about Robotics. That is still Human to Machine.
I am referring to a world which will make Human life
simpler when Machines will start commanding other
machines.
In January 2016, the GoI announced an ambitious program – Standup India, Startup India. The idea was to
create 2-4 Lak new startups which will further give employment tpo 10-12 other people. If efforts are put in
the right direction, IoT can be a promising field where
India can produce a number of entrepreneurs. Another ambitious program announced by the GoI – “Make
In India” aims to make India a Global Manufacturing
Hub. If IoT succeeds, Make In India will fail in its current form. The program should be re-designed to update
itself with the latest technologies. Since Services sector
is strong in India, with this change introduced, Make In
India can Boom like no nation has ever done before.
WHAT IS IOT
IoT can be defined in 3 distinct ways:
“It is a world where physical objects are seamlessly
integrated into the information network, and they can
become a part of the business processes. Services are
available to interact with these ‘smart objects’.”
Let us take a simple example of a sprinkler in a garden.
The sprinkler has a timer. It is set in such a way that it
is switched on at 10:00am and switch off at 12:00 noon

daily. Things work fine. But one fine day, the owner gets
up at 3:00pm only to realize that the garden is flooded
– Reason? There was a rain during a night before. This
created a nuisance to the owner because now he has to
check daily if there is rain during the night or not.
Now suppose a sprinkler is connected to the internet
somehow and the website tells the sprinkler of the
weather, and the sprinkler can adjust accordingly, it
makes life so simple. This in simple terms is a machine
to machine interaction with an information network.
Let us take one more example. Garbage collection can
be a very tedious task in far flung areas where the collector goes to these areas only to realize that it is not
full. If there can be a sensor in the bin to inform the garbage collector when to come and collect the garbage,
life could be so much easier. Moreover, a chairman of
the Municipality can have a dashboard to see how many
bins are full and not collected yet.
“IoT refers to a wireless connection between objects
which enables the internet to reach out into the real
world of physical objects.”
When we say a Machine to machine interaction, it is essentially the internet or information network interacting
with physical machines.
For example, an AC with a smart thermostat that connects to live websites and manages its own settings.
Recently Google invested billions of dollars in a smart
thermostat company ‘Nest Learning Thermostat’. Maybe Google is able to see the future in which physical
objects will be connected to an information network
similar to the internet. The meaning of internet itself
will change.
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“IoT is a scenario where humans, animals or objects are
given unique sensors and identifiers”
They can transfer data over a network without H2H or
H2M contact. 3 things have made it possible”:
1.
MEMS (Micro Electro Mechanical Systems)
2.
Wireless Technology
3.
Internet
The convergence of the above 3 have made smartphones
possible. This will finally make M2M possible.

large amounts of data. A completely new structure and
way has to emerge as existing methodologies and approach will cease to work.
Big data: A term used for data sets so huge and comples
that normal data processing methods and tools cannot
handle them. E.g., meteorology, genomics, physical
simulation etc. Big data is easy to generate but difficult
to fathom.

Today, we have Anytime, Anyplace, Anybody using a
smartphone. Tomorrow, we will do this using anything.
We are talking about innumerable such devices – doors,
cars, heaters, house, thermostat etc. The number of connected devices will exponentially shoot up.
The real question will be who will earn the money?
Companies who will own this information will be the
real leaders. Superpowers of tomorrow will be such
companies.

The first smart city of the world is Songdo in South Korea.It has been built at a cost of around $35bn.

The term IoT originated in 1999, by Kevin Ashton of
MIT. He was a Brand Manager at P&G and wanted to
find an easy way to maintain the inventories of supply
chains. He came up with an idea of putting RFID on the
stock for instant stock taking.
RFIDs can be implanted into animals as well as humans.
Although privacy concerns are a huge controversy. A
German Group called digital privacy raised it first.

Today, without Human help, computers can neither
generate information, nor can connect to the internet.
Since humans may not always have the right information or time, if machines themselves are enabled, things
can change.
The main idea is that since everything is based on physical stuff, by enabling computers to gather data themselves, then humans can reduce – waste, cost & loss.
The resistance to IoT arises from 3 concerns:
1.
Privacy concerns – Every activity of everyone
will be tracked
2.
Data ownership – Who will own the data?
3.
Spectrum Issues – The spectrum is limited.
Technology is yet to solve this problem
Huge amount of data will be generated in the process.
Technology should be evolved enough to handle such

The GoI is pumping in billions of dollars into first 100
smart cities.
For example, Groningen in Holland uses internet-enabled dustbins that saves money regularly, by enabling
fewer and better trips for collectors.
FEATURES, BENEFITS & APPLICATIONS
What is a connected thing?
It is a uniquely identifiable device that has its own IP
Address. The aim is to transfer or retrieve information.
How to uniquely identify things?
IP Address: It is a numerical label assigned to device in
a computer network using IP for communication. It is a
binary number, but shown as human readable notation
like 172.16.254.14. It has 3 purposes:
1.
Name – What we seek
2.
Address – Where it is
3.
Route – How to get there
IPv4: The 4th version of IP, currently routing most traffic on the internet (~95%). But it has got exhausted due
to:
1.
Mobile handsets
2.
Always-On Devices
3.
Wireless internet
There are 232 addresses or 4.29 bn combinations possible. So, we need to move on to IPv6, but the investments in IPv4 are huge.
IPv6: The latest IP version using a 128 bit address, allowing 2128 unique addresses. There are actually 8
groups of 4 hexadecimal digits, separated by colons.
Structure of IoT
CHALLENGES IN IOT IMPLEMENTATION
There are 4 challenges which are currently staring at
us:
1.
Technical Challenges
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a.
Technological Standardization: Interoperability
architecture. In most areas, it is still fragmented.
b.
IPv6 adoption has to be speedened up.
c.
Heavy traffic can affect performance of devices.
d.
Devices & networks must ultimately give beneficial outputs
e.
Sources of energy needed for billions of sensors
(wing? Solar? Hydro?)
2.
Social Challenges
a.
Privacy of individuals is at stake at multiple levels (choice, finances, health, family etc.)
b.
Person loses identity & becomes an IP address
c.
Machines guiding every aspect of our lives
(dumbing down of humans)
3.
Governance Challenges
a.
Security of data will require legislation
b.
Entirely new governance structures will be
needed
c.
Huge growth of electronic waste and environmental problems
4.
Evolutionary Challenges
a.
Machines can ultimately take over
IMPACT ON MANUFACTURING
Earlier, Great Manufacturing meant making of great
physical goods. A huge change now is that ‘physical

products’ are being stuffed with sensors and are being
connected to the internet. So, products become products & services.
For example, windscreen wipers will inform weather
websites generating real-time weather reports. Or, machines will inform when they need a spare part.
Services run on information, and information needs an
operating system (Change No. 2)
So, if a giant software or Internet Company controls this
OS, manufacturing will lose their edge. This happened
earler when PC or Handset makers lost their edge to
Windows/iOS/Android. E.g., Apple/Google can control
the entertainment system inside cars (car manufacturers
will have little control).
Germany saw this threat and brought a new program
“Industrie 4.0”. This is a government move to computerize manufacturing.
Trumpf, a German company in into industrial machinery manufacturing. It has integrated its machinery with
software to estimate when its parts will fail. It has also
provided the same solution to its competitors. In a very
short span of time, it has gained enough knowledge and
expertise to predict which part will fail when, and is
able to capitalize on the information to be a company
on which customers can rely on.

Fig 1: INTERNET OF THINGS
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AN EXPERIENCE OF INDUSTRY
Vinay Bhardwaj
Software Developer at WOI – a GEE Company

It was early morning on 26th of August 2014, when
I stepped out of my home for the first time to begin
my journey into a completely new and professional
work environment. Accenture was a new great environment for me to explore my capabilities and grow
more in terms of software technology as well as business knowledge. I was excited as I was joining a global
professional services company which provides services
by giving business strategies, technological strategies
and operational strategies; technology, business and
management consultancy as well as digital marketing,
analytic and mobility services worldwide.
The complete batch had joined on the same day.
We gathered at the Ramada hotel in Powai, Mumbai
for the joining formalities followed by the Induction
Training. The Induction Training continued for the next
four days in Ramada Hotel, Mahape, Navi Mumbai and
Peninsula Grand Hotel, Sakinaka, Andheri. Induction
training basically made the new employees familiar
with their new work environment, new people, basic
overview of the company’s policies & core values,
benefits and importance of soft skills & inter-personal
skills as well as the new employee’s role in the work
environment. The Student Development Workshops
and Seminars as well as Accenture Foundation Trainings before college campus recruitments were much
helpful to prove our self during the Induction Training.
Induction Training further enhanced our soft skills and
gave a new direction to start with the professional journey smoothly.
After an induction training, the complete batch
was segregated into many small batches for the technical training sessions. This training included common
topics for all the batches. It included training on Coding Conventions, Object Oriented Programming (OOP)
Concepts, Core Java, JavaScript, My SQL, Relational
Database Management, Software Testing, Software
Development Life Cycle, Data Warehousing and Data
Mining basics.

After completion of this common technical
training, the whole batch was again randomly distributed into the small batches for deep training on a particular language/field. Fortunately, I was assigned to
the Java Training batch and was happy to get selected
under the Java batch as I was hoping to get selected into
the same. This training started with basics of core Java
to advanced Java topics and frameworks. It included
Core Java, OOP’s concepts, Servlets, Java Server
Pages (JSP’s), Spring MVC Architecture and Framework, Spring Annotations, Object Relational Mapping
(ORM), Design Patterns, Aspect oriented Programming
& Cross-cutting concerns, and JDBC connection. We
also worked on a small project implementation along
with the completion of the training topics. At the end of
this training we gave a test which consisted of three levels- 1) Technical Aptitude Test, 2) Technical Oral Test
and 3) Programming Test. As a result of hard work and
training, I was successful in clearing all the three exams
in the first attempt.
Now, it was time to actually enter and explore
the technical & inter-personal skills in the real work
environment. I was truly hoping to work in a Java development project as I was trained for the same. Unfortunately, I was assigned to a production support project at the start and there was no option available rather
than accepting it. I knew that I had to work in rotational
shifts; I accepted this opportunity in a positive way.
Next day, I reported to the project supervisor
in Airoli based Accenture office. My first project name
was Loblaw and the client was the Canada’s largest
retail company Loblaw Companies Limited. The role
of my team in the project was to work for President’s
Choice Bank (PCB) which used to provide and handle
all the banking services provided by Loblaw Companies. PCB Financial has no branches; rather, customer
interactions are carried out over the Internet, telephone
(IVR), at Automated Teller Machine (ATMs) or at pavilions located inside Loblaw-affiliated stores. PCB
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Financial offers lines of credit, loans, Registered Retirement Savings Plan, and mortgages. Accenture help
the PC Financial to run the day to day operations and
business activity smoothly by supporting and taking
ownership of their Applications and services.
I worked as a Production Support Triage Analyst in the project team and my main responsibilities
were to triage major & minor issues, timely acknowledge and drive issues to resolve within the SLA, proactive IT monitoring – Real-Time and Batch Monitoring
& Continuous improvement, be a single point of contact for all the PC Bank issues, work closely with the
Change management and Quality Assurance functions
on production release cycle; daily, weekly and monthly
reporting of IVR, issues including major and minor,
PC bank Applications & Websites availability/unavailability, give knowledge transfer to new team joiners,
vendor management and 24 by 7 on call support. We
used to work in rotational shifts. This project enhanced
my written and verbal communication skills a lot. The
college development trainings became effective in this
project. I practically learnt how to work in a team, lead
a team, and work with flexibility & adaptability in a
team.
In this project, I actually learnt time management, adapting to different work shifts when any of the
team was unavailable due to some issues. This was my
first great corporate work experience, however, due to
serious health issues after working for 5 to 6 months in
rotational shifts, I requested my manager to release me
from the project. I was released from the current project
after looking at my serious health issues. Now again,
my hope has increased to work in a Java development
project as a Java developer. After struggling for 1 or 2
months, I got locked to a development project. I was
happy that finally I am in a development project where
I can explore my technical skills and achieve more
technical and professional knowledge.
My second project name was Elhub and the client was Statnett from Norway. Statnett is a national system operator in Norwegian energy system which used
to transfer high voltage electricity over long distances.
Statnett is also responsible to connect the neighboring
countries like Sweden and Finland with their system
service. Elhub is a central hub to connect all the third
parties and was given a project by Norwegian government. Accenture works with Elhub to develop Web Application that presents information from diverse sources
and allows Market Party users & Elhub internal users
to monitor processes and metering values, to look up

information and to administrate and configure system
settings such as for instant calculations and aggregations, subscriptions, fees, Elhub users and Elhub user
roles.
The project was based on Agile methodology
and we used to work in Sprints following the Agile process. I was working as a Web Developer and my major responsibilities were to develop Restful API’s, GUI
development in Ext JS (a JavaScript framework), GUI
integration with Application Server Layer (ASL) in Ext
JS, ASL to SOA (Service Oriented Architecture) layer
integration in Core Java. Due to this, I became a Web
Developer and a Sencha Ext JS development specialist instead of a Java developer. But I was really happy
with this new field and the new speciality. I learned Ext
JS MVC Architecture and it’s components like Grids,
Trees, Panels, Accordions, etc. Ext JS is rich component, data-intensive and cross-platform framework for
developing web apps for desktops and laptops as well
as mobile devices, and applications specific to tablets,
iPads and mobile devices. It provides Sencha Cmd, a
command line which is used to generate, build, and
develop it. It has its own Sencha inspector to check
performance issues and debug our project. With MVC
architecture,it also has a new and very good data binding architecture called MVVM (Model View ViewController).
I worked with this new technology, developed
web applications and learned many others tools like
Confluence, Jira, Stash, Bamboo, Maven tool, Intel
IDE, Git Version Control System, Web Logic Server
and SOAP UI (testing tool). Here, in this project, I
learned managing time to complete our development
tasks in the provided time-lines, completing the tasks
without any errors/defects or with a minimum of errors,
improving research & development skills, understanding the requirement or the design development needs
well in advance before getting into the actual development, timely completion and reporting of tasks completed & remaining in a daily scrum meeting, giving
presentations and trainings (Knowledge Transfer) to
team members or the project employees, publishing
new training or guidelines document on Confluence,
and helping team members to build team work skills.
After working for a long time on this project,
I finally got an opportunity from Western Outdoor Interactive (WOI) - a GEE (Global Eagle Entertainment)
Company which is a product based company. I was
able to notice a new and better technological growth in
Sencha Ext JS and Sencha Touch with this new com-
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pany. So, I resigned Accenture in Feb. 2016 and WOI
– a GEE company in March 2016. Global Eagle Entertainment Inc. offers content and media connectivity for
the airline industries worldwide. The company serves
airline travelers with the offering of In-flight Entertainment (IFE), E-commerce and Information services.
WOI offers game applications for airline passengers
with added multi-layer support which makes the game
playing experience even more enjoyable. My first project in WOI is Airview which is tablet and iPad specific
hybrid application to be implemented in Ext JS Modern
Toolkit. The Airview Tablet Application is to provide
instant Passenger Experience insights through a series
of customizable reporting modules and give information to IFE managers regarding usage of Connectivity
and Entertainment on board aircraft as well as Operational data of the airlines performance. It is intended to
be used as a decision making tool based on reliable and
up-to-date information from the field.
Sencha provides different platforms and toolkit
for application development which is specific to a device. Sencha Ext JS provides Classic toolkit to develop
web app for Desktops, Laptops & Tablets where as Ext
JS Modern Toolkit to develop web app for tablets and
mobile device browsers as well as application specific
to tablet and iPad. Sencha Touch is another important
part of Sencha library which is used to develop app

for mobile devices. In my Airview project, I am using
wide component features of Ext JS which includes Panels, Charts, Grids, Pivot Charts, Google Maps, custom
theming, micro charts, etc. For packaging, we are using
cordova platform which is used to build Native Mobile Applications. This is a project where I explored my
technical skills a lot and even learned & implemented
them all in my project independently. Few of the exciting and new technical skills I learned and developed in
this project are generating a clean new project independently from start and making a complete interactive &
statistics dashboard with complete of statistical data in
the form of charts, micro-charts, grids, Google maps,
push notifications, etc. for airlines senior executives,
cordova native packaging for Android & ios devices,
implementing push notification services, publishing
app to Apple App Store and many other.
This was all about my experiences so far in the
corporate world. Currently, I am working with WOI
(GEE company) as a web developer. It was a great environment for me to grow technically and also by experiencing on-site opportunities. The work environment
in this company is very good and they provide flexibility in shifts too. As being in a corporate world, I would
look forward for many more great opportunities being
in the same company or may be in some other company
to achieve even more success in my career.
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Emerging Trends in I.T.
Industry
Nishant Zaveri
Company - Accenture Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
Designation - Application Development Analyst

As per the recent digital revolution which has already
started in the I.T. industry, the below elaborated context
represents few of the new technological factors which
many big I.T. giants like ACN, Google, Amazon AWS,
IBM, etc are pushing their efforts into for getting better
space in the market and to excel amongst their competitors;
1.)
Machine Learning:
Machine learning has taken some massive strides forward in the past few years, even emerging to assist and
enhance Google’s core search engine algorithm. In the
coming couple of years it is being expected to see machine learning updates emerge across the board, entering almost any type of consumer application one can
think of, from offering better recommended products
based on prior purchase history to gradually improving
the user experience of an analytics app. It won’t be long
before machine learning becomes a kind of “new normal,” with people expecting this type of artificial intelligence as a component of every form of technology.
2.)
Automation:
Marketers will be (mostly) pleased to learn that automation will become a bigger mainstay in and throughout
the coming era of I.T., with advanced technology enabling the automation of previously human-exclusive
tasks. Many I.T. giants in western part are collectively
working on a project of creating new Robot-Journalists,
and one can expect that it won’t be long before they
make another leap into more practical types of articles.
It’s likely that we’ll start seeing productivity skyrocket
in a number of white-collar type jobs—and we’ll start
seeing some jobs disappear altogether. When automation is combined with machine learning, everything can
improve even faster, so coming period in I.T do have
that potential to change the entire current-picture of I.T.

world.
3.)
Humanized Big Data. (visual, empathetic, qualitative):
Big data has been a big topic for the past five years or
so, when it started making headlines as a buzzword. The
idea is that mass quantities of gathered data—which we
now have access to—can help us in everything from
planning better medical treatments to executing better
marketing campaigns. But big data’s greatest strength—
it’s quantitative, numerical foundation—is also a weakness. In the coming era of change in I.T., one can expect that we’ll see advancements to humanize big data,
seeking more empathetic and qualitative bits of data
and projecting it in a more visualized, accessible way.
4.)	Physical-Digital Integrations:
Mobile devices have been slowly adding technology
into our daily lives. It’s rare to see anyone without a
Smartphone at any given time, giving us access to practically infinite information in the real-world. We already
have things like site-to-store purchasing, enabling online customers to buy and pick up products in a physical retail location, but the next level will be even further integrations between physical and digital realities.
Online brands like Amazon, Flipkart will start having
more physical products, like Dash Buttons, and physical brands like Lifestyle-Stores will start having more
digital features, like store maps and product trials.
5.)
Everything On-Demand:
We have thousands of apps available to us to get rides
(Ola, Uber), food deliveries (Zomato, Box8), and even
a place to stay for the night (ixigo, goibibo) but soon
we’ll see this evolve into even stranger territory. Any-
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one in the tech industry knows that making predictions
about the course of technology’s future, even a year
out, is an exercise in futility. Surprises can come from a
number of different directions, and announced developments rarely release as they’re intended. Thus this sector will catch more velocity in the coming years, bringing to new unexpected BIG picture.
6.)
IoT and Smart Home Tech.:
We’ve been hearing about the forthcoming revolution of
the Internet-of-Things (IoT) and resulting interconnectedness of smart home technology for years. So what’s
the holdup? Why aren’t we all living in smart, connected

homes by now? Part of the problem is too much competition, with not enough collaboration—there are tons
of individual appliances and apps on the market, but
few solutions to tie everything together into a single,
seamless user experience. Now that bigger companies
already well-versed in uniform user experiences (like
Google, Amazon, and Apple) are getting involved, one
can expect that we’ll see some major advancement on
this front in the coming years.
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Current Trends in Computer
Networking
Kapil Manek,
University of Southern California

It’s been around 9 years since I got into Electronics and
Telecommunication domain and since then the technology industry has undergone many changes. There were
always talks about technological shift from hardware
to software when I was a student. It’s true now that we
talk about Internet of Things (IoT) and cloud computing a lot these days. However, for an EXTC engineer
it’s never a thing to worry about, be it a hardware driven
or software driven world. I, as an EXTC engineer had
many hardware options like VLSI, Embedded design,
etc. and software options like Software Developer, System Test Engineer, etc. which I can opt as my career or
scope for my future studies. After getting my Bachelor’s Degree at Thakur College of Engineering & Technology, I planned to move towards the software side of
technology and joined the University of Southern California to pursue MS in Electrical Engineering majoring
in Computer Networks. Choosing software space over
hardware is because of my interest and love for programming, and students who plan to opt for hardware,
there’s a whole lot of opportunities waiting for you, as
it’s well said that there can’t be software without hardware.
When we talk about computer networking, we talk
about routers, modems, networking switches and so on.
However current networking trends don’t limit itself
to these hardware devices for connectivity. Nowadays
people talk about virtual networks which is software
defined. Moving on to technological advances in computer network industry, we have witnessed that people
now choose cloud for storage rather than using pen
drives and CD’s. Other key words that made its place in
networking dictionary include Internet of Things (IoT)

and Software Defined Networks (SDN). Smart watches, smart TVs, wearable gadgets like Fitbit that tracks
heartbeats, number of footsteps, etc. are some commonly used examples of IoT. The IoT links objects to
the Internet, enabling data and insights never available
before. At its core, IoT is simple: it’s about connecting
devices over the internet, letting them talk to us, applications, and each other. IoT is more than smart homes
and connected appliances, however, it scales up to include smart cities – think of connected traffic signals
that monitor utility use, or smart bins that signal when
they need to be emptied – and industry, with connected
sensors for everything from tracking parts to monitoring crops.Software Defined Network (SDN) addresses
the fact that the static architecture of conventional networks is ill-suited to the dynamic computing and storage needs of today’s data centers, campuses, and carrier
environments. There are various other reasons driving
the need of SDN are that users expect on-demand access
to applications, infrastructure, and other IT resources.
Handling today’s mega datasets requires massive parallel processing that is fueling a constant demand for additional capacity and any-to-any connectivity. In trying
to meet the networking requirements posed by evolving
computing trends, network designers find themselves
constrained by the limitations of current networks.
All in all the networking industry is growing rapidly to
meet rapid growing needs of industry. We have reached
a stage where hardware alone can’t suffice the networking needs of enterprise. A world of virtualization has
now born on top of hardware to fulfill it.
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DevOps-current trend in IT
Prem Prakash Mourya

Org name : Bank Of America Continuum India pvt ltd.
(BACI - BA Continuum is a nonbank subsidiary of Bank of
America, part of our Global Delivery Center of Expertise in
the bank.)
Designation : Sr. System Engineer

In terms of working model IT industry has gone under
transformation in last decade from traditional waterfall
model to V model to current lean and agile methodologies.Every organisation works with different working
model for different projects currently many organisation are working in Agile, Agile Scrum and DevOps
model and now some organisation are implementing
Agile Devops too.
DevOps is a practice, just like Agile is a practice. Just
like Agile had to refine previous practices for hardware
development practices like LEAN to better suit software development. DevOps took principles like those
from Agile, and adjusted them to better suit an operations team.
DevOps is the combination of cultural philosophies,
practices, and tools that increases an organization’s ability to deliver applications and services at high velocity,
evolving and improving products at a faster pace than
organizations using traditional software development
and infrastructure management processes. This speed
enables organizations to better serve their customers
and compete more effectively in the market.To make it
more interesting now we also have DevOps in Cloud.

(https://aws.amazon.com/devops/what-is-devops/)
Continuous is a common term which we come across
when we start entering the world of DevOps. In the
entire Software development lifecycle and application
lifecycle management from development to delivery
we come across changes in terms of improvement, bug
fixes etc. To meet this dynamic needs Continuous development, Continuous Integration and Continuous deployment works very well.
Many Organisations refer above model as Agile DevOps as for development it works in Agilemethod and
for remaining cycle it works in DevOps method. All
this are accomplished by 3 core element people , process and tools.
Below is link to periodic table of DevOps tools which
helps to implement DevOps . Use this link only to get
names of tools for different stages and explore it more.
This was just a glimpse and it’s much more, wrote this
article to make coming folks aware about what’s happening and in which direction they need to look upon.
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Fig 1: Periodic table of devops

Fig 2: 7 steps choosing right devops tools
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Recent Trends in
Technology
Ganesh Rode
Associate Software Engineer
Accenture solutions Pvt. Ltd.

As we know - “Change is the only constant
thing”. In technology change is extremely faster than
other domains. It is hard to believe the changes technology has brought in the last 8 - 10 years. Every year it
updates itself to an efficient and a faster medium. It has
a great potential to change lives of people. India too has
taken inspiration from other countries and started cashless transactions and e-governance as technology has
become cheaper and affordable. So, it is very important
for us to understand the recent trends in technology and
update ourselves according to that. Here is the list of
recent trends which are going to impact
1.
Internet Of Things (IOT)
This is the buzz word now. As everyone is connected to internet nowadays, this technology has a
great future ahead. This can ease the load on current
systems and trends in the administration by innovative
ways. Like it can change the way of shopping, it can
bring high level of personalization and will enrich user
experience. Security is the major concern for IOT. So,
security system designing for IOT is a field of major
interest. This sector is going to create a lot of high skill
jobs which will lead to high revenue generation.
2.
Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality
(VR)
These two things are changing the visual experiences of user. Games like Pokémon-go were introduced
last year and had millions of downloads. It was an AR
based game. People absolutely loved the concept and
got hooked onto it. VR devices are getting cheaper day
by day. A lot of videos are being launched in the VR
format nowadays. This sector will also has a huge demand for technical skilled people.

3.
Machine Learning (ML)
This area which has grown a little slow as compared to others areas till date. But as players like Google
are getting involved in this field, it is going to go leaps
and bounds in these upcoming years.
4.
Automation
Every industry needs their system to be efficient
and fast. Automation is helping them to achieve both
these objectives. But due to this some of the jobs are
getting affected as they are replacing humans. Personalities like Vishal Sikka addressed their employees that
the upcoming year will be difficult for the IT Sector as
Automation is replacing humans at an extremely fast
pace. So, it is very important for us to learn about this
domain.
5.
Big Data Analysis
As IOT has had a great push over the last few
years, it has resulted in analysis and storage of large
data. It is important to segregate the important data
from the redundant one. So, Big Data Analysis is required for this. With the help of data analytic tools, this
can be achieved. One can explore good opportunities in
this domain.
6.
Physical and Digital Integration
Relationship between the physical and digital
world is very important from the user point of view. As
the user wants enriching experiences from technology,
players like Amazon are working for its development.
Amazon introduced the DASH BUTTON on their website which helps user to place orders ‘n’ number of
times. We will be able to see more integration like these
in the future.
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collection of large revenues.
7.
On Demand Services
Nowadays, all the fields have been affected by
On Demand Services. Dish providers, Internet video
channels, Mobile manufacturing companies, Big electronic companies are On Demand and providing services to the user. Complete user centric service leads to

Anyone who understands and updates himself with any
of these trends will have a great future in this industry.
These technological shifts are necessary. We hope that
we will be part of it and make this world better place
to live.
All the best!!!
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Low cost design of Optical Networks combining Grooming, Routing, and Wavelength
Assignment and minimize the call blocking
Ms. Megha Gupta
probability
A.P. EXTC
in its ability to support the surge. Moreover, O-EO netAs client demands grow, optical network operators are works are only feasible on a smaller scale. As the traffic
required to introduce light paths of higher line rates in grows and network size increases, the equipment usage
order to groom more demand into their network capac- required for these conversions reduces the overall benity. For a given fiber network and a given set of client efits of optical communication. It is already anticipated
demands, the minimum cost network design is the task that optical communication will ultimately become the
of assigning routing paths and wavelengths for a mini- survivor of World Wide Web when future applications
mum cost set of light paths able to groom all client de- are placed in it. The dream of optical Internet and many
mands. My work will be optimizing a network design other large-scale telecom networks supporting future
combining grooming, routing, and wavelength assign- bandwidth demands could only be made a reality with
ment and will also analyze of Blocking Probability for next generation All-Optical networks.
Dynamic Traffic in WDM Optical Networks.
WDM – Wavelength Division Multiplexing
In WDM, the wavelength of the light waves is exploited
Introduction:
to carry multiple data streams on a single fiber. The exToday optical communication has taken its place in ac- isting spectrum of light (in its useable range 1300–1550
cess parts of telecom networks. With the widespread nm) is divided into multiple channels, each supporting
use of Internet over past decade, the requirement for the data rate higher than the peak electronic data rate.
high bandwidth transmission medium forced the use of As a result the overall network capacity increases by
optical fiber at physical layers. The introduction of fiber the rate of each channel times the number of channels.
in transmission layer, replacing copper, has increased Since each sending and receiving end can send multiple
the available bandwidth many folds. Verizon’s FTTH channels, multiple wavelengths are required. This is the
and NTT Decoma in Japan are examples of networks reason tunable transmitters and receivers are required
that have deployed this technology. FTTH technology at both ends.
is spreading across Europe and Asian parts of the world
as well, serving people with high-speed Internet, video
telephony, telemedicine, distance learning and cable
services. For using optical communication at lower
layers we need O-E-O conversions. A light signal that
leaves one end of transmission in optical domain is
converted into electrical before processing and routing
through core network. Transmission speeds are very
high but processing speeds in core are comparatively
slower due to electrical domain. Today the types of
telecom services that have dominated the Internet are
mostly data rather than voice like in the past. More and
Fig:.WDM
more bandwidth-intensive applications are coming and Transparent Optical Networks (TONs)
the existing capacity on fiber links seems to be lacking Transparent Optical Networks (TONs) are optical net-
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work that allow signals to transmit without having any
impacts from the basic transmission characteristics like
data rate and signal modulation. The primary objectives
of PONs are high performance, flexibility and extensive
coverage both locally as well as globally. At present
most of the optical equipment can easily be modified
to be independent of these transmission characteristics;
however, since each end-to-end communication can
have a different performance criterion for data rates and
modulation types, limitations do exist.
Dynamic Routing And Wavelength Assignment
An optical channel or wavelength that carries end to
end data between source to destination throughout the
route is called lightpath. A lightpath consists of a unique
wavelength on along its route. Two connections must
not be used a common wavelength on a common link.
During the availability of the wavelength converter, a
lightpath uses more than one wavelength from source
to destination node along their route during the unavailability of the same wavelength
along the lightpath. Two or more than two lightpath requests in a wavelength routing WDM network must use
same wavelength under the constraint that they do not
have a common links. So we can reuse a wavelength on
different route with no common link with earlier route
on different section of the network. Figure 1 shows an

optical WDM network with lightpath connection. In a
wavelength routed network lightpath request is set up
through a wavelength. To establish a lightpath, a common wavelength requires to set up along the path between source and destination. The method of providing shortest routes and wavelength selection techniques
to assign wavelengths to lightpath routes is known as
routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) algorithm.
The WDM network imposes wavelength continuity
constraint, resulting in increasing the blocking of connections because of limited resources available. A lightpath request may be blocked despite the fact that a route
is available because of a common wavelength not along
the route on all the links. Due to inefficient use of wavelengths, more number of call requests are blocked. In a
dynamic connection, call request is established through
a shortest path over an assigned wavelength. Call duration is random in nature and
exponentially distributed. After call completion, the
assigned wavelength is released so that the released
wavelength can be used for future calls.
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Shoe Power Generator using
Piezoelectricity
Ms.Anvita Birje
There are two types of piezoelectric signals that can be
used or of technological applications. Direct piezoelectric effect that describes the ability of a given material
to transform mechanical strain into electrical signals.
And the converse effect, which is the ability to convert
an applied electrical solicitation into mechanical energy. The direct piezoelectric effect is more suitable for
sensor applications, whereas the converse piezoelectric
effect is most of the times required for actuator applications. Wearable sensors are becoming smaller and increasingly widely used, resulting in an increasing need
for independent and compact power supplies. This has
driven the development of wearable energy harvesters,
which harvest the mechanical energy dissipated in human motion to provide renewable and clean energy. Of
all the locations on a human’s body, the feet experience
the highest levels of mechanical and kinetic energy during normal use. Therefore it makes sense to embed energy scavenging with a conventional shoe

ery, and good power regulation.
Previously, there has been a limited amount of piezoelectric, energy-harvested, shoe-mounted bio-sensing
systems. However, there has been research on energyharvesting using piezoelectrics. Stacy Morris of MIT
developed a wireless, shoe-based, gait analysis system.
The system utilized Force sensitive resistors (FSRs) and
PVDF transducers for sensing both static and dynamic
forces. Responsive Environments Group at the MIT
Media Laboratory created a system that utilized the energy harvested from two piezo transducers to broadcast
RFID signals. Another system by Patrick Chirang, IEEE
Member, supports energy capture from multiple excitation sources, which harvests energy from both pressure
and bending. It uses two separate material configurations, one near the heel for pressure and the other along
the length of the foot for bending movements. Thus,
maximizing energy capture. Once this energy was captured the issue to harvest it arised. This paper presented
us with a technique to store the energy generated. While
their solution uses COTS piezoelectric harvesters, there
are many other methods for energy harvesting. Provides a survey of some different methods, including
electromagnetic, electrostatic, and more. Additionally,
presents a shoe-based energy-harvesting method using
di-electric elastomers achieving 1˜20 mJ per step. They
chose piezoelectric harvesters due to their COTS availability, small form-factor, and potential for mechanical
energy capture. They’ve demonstrated a podiatric sensing shoe system that is powered completely by the
Fig:1 Power Generating piezoelectric Shoe
movement of the wearer. Off-the-shelf electronics are
used for energy- harvesting capability, and to obtain
Many attempts have been made in the past to tap the distribution data of foot pressure. Their system is also
mechanical force associated with walking , leading to vertically integrated, including not only the hardware,
the consideration of a host of technologies [1] rang- but also the coordinated visualization and database
ing from the construction of various electromechanical back-end
generators [2,3] to the surgical placement of piezoelec- Since piezoelectric transducers produce electrical entric material in animals [4].
ergy only by physical deflection, they sought to harness
No system to date has served all of the needs of wear- energy from both foot strikes and bending, using one
able power generating system —light weight, minimum rigid transducer and one flexible.
effort, high power generation, convenient power deliv- Their ultimate goal was to capture otherwise wasted
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energy generated by the natural movements of walking, running, and general athletic activity. The complete prototype, including the energy harvesting and
power circuitry, was able to sufficiently power the shoe
system at different sensor capture rates, depending on
the activity of the wearer. As it is, this paper focused
mainly on podiatric sensing performed in order to obtain precise medical analysis
Another paper on New Energy Harvesting Systems
proposes a new arrangement of four piezoelectric ceramic plates. The piezoelectric transducer they used is
the conventional piezo-ceramic material. They we have
realized a piezoelectric transducer for which a PZT+Nb
piezoelectric ceramic element was used for low energy
source build with piezoelectric circular and linear transducers. The ceramic element has the shape of a disk
whose piezoelectric properties are previously known.
These were designed in a circular shape and mounted on
circular copper plates. Due to their electric proprieties
and small size, the piezoelectric linear transducers can
be used in energy harvesting systems applications. The
other design consisted of two longer plates as bases. On
a same plate ceramic piezoelectric material are made
of four identical areas, thus highlighting electric potential difference corresponding to each zone as a result of
the takeover of vibration energy. They highlight electric potential difference corresponding to each zone’s
applied stress. The other plate is coated uniformly and
can be used for reference terminal (ground), while each
of the four rectangular patches can be connected to an
individual electrode. If the deformation of the ceramic
plate is not uniform the electrodes might take different
potential values and the piezo ceramic plate becomes
an electrical generator with four different output voltages. If the plate is rigid and the deformations are identical, the four terminals provide equal output voltages.
A multi-physics numerical simulation further illustrates

such piezoelectric transducer operation. The numerical
model was built and analyzed with Comsol Multi-physics, [5] The software has multiple post-processing functions, allowing the simulation of a testing program and
the extraction of miscellaneous information, which cannot be always obtained by measurements on a physical
model. By introducing a summing electronic block, as
a part of system energy harvesting, can effectively take
power from four piezoelectric transducers elements, simultaneously.
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Enhancing Knowledge through
ICT

Ms.Archana Deshpande
A.P.EXTC

Learning-focused educational technology initiatives
start from a clear vision of the intended goals and an understanding of how powerful mobile devices and other
information and communication technology (ICT) can
help schools achieve them.
Today’s students will live in a rapidly changing world
with opportunities and challenges that are very different from the ones many of us grew up with. To fulfill
their human potential and lead their communities and
economies, students must not only master a foundation
of facts and concepts, but also be able to apply, extend,
and expand on that knowledge. They must develop 21st
century, transversal skills that enable them to: 1) Work
independently as self-driven, life-long learners and innovators 2)Work collaboratively and respect diverse
viewpoints 3)Think critically about new challenges 4)
Apply their knowledge in novel situations to solve new
problems 5)Communicate via a range of technologies
and methods 6) Work persistently in the face of difficult
challenges.
ICT is a direct and profound enabler for transformed
learning environments—but teachers, and the deep
personal relationships they create with their students,
remain the foundation for learning. However, teachers

take on new roles as facilitators and guides who activate each student’s unique learning path. Supported by
effective policies, professional development, and digital curriculum, teachers gain unprecedented tools and
information to customize the student’s learning experience and deliver an academically rigorous education
that emphasizes inquiry, investigation, independent
learning, and collaboration. Guided by highly skilled
teachers, students in a transformed environment use
powerful mobile devices as personal learning platforms. Accessing a wealth of digital learning resources
and following modern pedagogic strategies, students
can: 1)Manage their time and take more control of their
learning 3)Engage with the world and access different
mediums for learning in ways that fit their individual
needs, excite their passions, and improve outcomes 4)
Explore and analyze vibrant, interactive learning resources throughout the school day and beyond 5)Interact with materials that bring abstract concepts to life and
tailor the presentation of content to each learner’s needs
6)Use a wide range of creative methods to demonstrate
what they’re learning 7)Create and publish unique content, taking ownership of their ideas and engaging in
meaningful social learning.
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Chandrayaan
The Indian Space Research Organization, or ISRO, is
the Indian government’s premier space research agency. It is under the direct command of the Department of
Space of the Government of India. Since its inception
in the year 1969, when it superseded the Indian National Committee for Space Research (INCOSPAR), ISRO
has successfully launched various kinds of satellites in
space. Well rooted to research in India, ISRO has now
become a jewel of our nation which represents the precious culture of scientific research in our country.
Eminent individuals such as P Kunhikrishnan, SK Shivakumar, and K Radhakrishnan are some of the few experts who have served in ISRO since its inception. ISRO
has extraordinary potential for future space research
due the base of experience that is set by such eminent
personalities. It is due to their research set up in ISRO
that youth of this nation has high level of enthusiasm
to be a part of ISRO. The current Chairman of ISRO is
Dr. Kiran Kumar, who is one of the world’s foremost
experts in the field of Physical Engineering. Under his
guidance and contribution, the design and development
of programs like Chandrayaan-1 and Mangalyaan were
completed successfully.
ISRO has a strong hierarchical structure which lets the
head of our nation promote this organization for the
benefit of our country. With a balanced structure, ISRO
as an organization doesn’t have any chances of faltering
or collapsing due to variety of opinions in highly classified matters. Decision making is handed over to the
appropriate authority.
Advances in our country have also had the effect of
increasing the number of female staff at ISRO. ISRO
is now increasing the number of qualified female staff
each year from 20% and above. Diversity of talent,
thought process and culture at ISRO makes ISRO a
richer working place. Notable female scientists at ISRO
include Ritu Karidhal, Nandini Harinath, and Minal
Rohit.
Indian Institute of Space Science and Technology, at
Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala, set up in the year 2007.
It is the world’s first university in Asia to be focused
solely on Outer Space research and study. This ensures

BE EXTC B

that ISRO always has a talented pool of engineering
and science graduates to draw from every year. Since
its beginning in 2007, IIST has tie-ups with California
Institute of Technology (CalTech) and the Universities
Space Research Association. Education in space research creates better professionals with higher aptitude
for space research. It also promotes the growth of ISRO
in India.
Indian space research organization has a great potential to become the leading space research organization
across the globe. It has collaborated operations and
missions with the leading space research organizations.
Indian thrusters are used by developed countries like
USA, Russia, Israel, Switzerland, Netherland, Germany and many more. This only proves the reliability
of world on ISRO for easy, secured and cheap space
research. ISRO has created a reputation for being the
most economical space research organization. ISRO
has multiple sources of funding apart from government
of India. It generates higher revenues with each project
that ISRO makes. Private sectors across the globe also
invest in research at ISRO due to ISRO’s successful
track record in successful research.
India becomes a great military force due to its armed
forces and ISRO’s research for armaments. Its collaborated efforts with Indian Air Force has helped India
produce weapons using high power lasers which are
one of its kind in the world.
Sending rockets in space with cheaper per kilometer
rates than auto rickshaw breaks the preconceived notion that space research requires high rates of expensive
fuel consumption. ISRO has its strength in simplicity of
its method and the intelligence that backs the simplistic
approach towards complicated problems.
Summing up the strengths of ISRO, we can say that
government support, organizational structure, quality
of scientific research, diversity of culture, its vision,
and economic efficiency, contribution for armed forces,
international collaborations and promotion of research
culture in India are a few notable keys that make ISRO
- the pride of India.
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Fig 1: ISRO Heirarchy
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Real Time Face Tracker
Naresh M. Bhati (BE EXTC-B)
Rahul R. Yadav(BE EXTC-B)
Shubham S. Yadav(BE EXTC-B)
Importance of Project:

We got the problem definition of our project as one of
the group members was struggling to fit his face on the
frame of the web camera. Initially, plan was to create a
Camera base that will rotate the camera to fit the face in
the screen as the person moves. Thus, the person does
not need to adjust himself, rather the camera will do so.
Our intention was to use motion sensors. Motion sensors would detect motions and instruct Arduino; in response, the Arduino will instruct servo motor to rotate
the Camera accordingly and will capture the person’s
face (i.e. No unique person will be captured, every moving person or moving object will be captured). We were
asked to do value addition to the project. The motion
of a running dog can also be sensed by motion sensors,
so we thought lets track only faces. Thus, we clubbed
our domain Embedded systems with Signal processing.
For face detection, we came across various algorithms,
such as Viola Jones, Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi, camshaft,
etc. Among all, we found Viola Jones very easy, thus
we built new project using this algorithm. So for we
have a camera that rotates itself in the direction of motion of the face.

Problem Definition:

Either the computer has an inbuilt web camera or it
does not. In the case that the computer does not have
an inbuilt web camera, external web cameras are used.
Sometimes it becomes very tough for the user to adjust
himself before a web camera. This was the PROBLEM
i.e. adjusting one’s face to fit his face in the frame of the
web camera.

Problem Solution:

We have interfaced a web camera with MATLAB and
Arduino, and created a new improved web camera that
will rotate itself whenever it detects any face. This is
our solution to the problem defined above.
•

Hardware Requirements:

Arduino Uno Microcontroller

•
•
•

Servo motor x 2
Usb Web Camera
Jumper Cables

Software Requirements:

•
MATLAB(Installed with Arduino i/o support
package)
•
Arduino IDE

Fig1:.Block Diagram of Real Time Face Track
er
Working:

1. The code in Matlab inserts a bounding box around
the Region of Interest, which is a face in this case(by
detecting some haar features present in the human faces).The project code follows the Viola Jones algorithm
for face detection.
2. The set of frames with bounding boxes make up the
components of a bounding box around the face in live
video.While adding a bounding box , we also calculate
the coordinates of centroid of the bounding box.
3. These coordinates are sent as a string to the arduino
UNO microcontroller, from Matlab and these are processed according to the code written on arduino IDE for
the movement of motors.
4. During processing, the arduino gets the positions of
PAN and TILT servo motors (that are attached as shown
in the project image).Then Arduino checks if the centroid coordinates lie in the centre region of the screen.
We are trying to move the camera in such a way that
the centroid lies at the centre of the frame.(The pan and
tilt servos are given to the digital pins 9 and 10 respectively.)
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5. For this reason the frame is divided into left and
right halves and also top and bottom halves.If the
centroid falls in the left half , the camera is panned right
and if it falls in the right half , camera is panned left and
the same with the top and bottom halves and tilting.

Conclusion:

We started the project so that the camera will adjust
itself to fit the person’s face in the frame. First we came
up with a solution where we used PIR Motion sensors,
and then we finally used signal processing for face detection.
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Medical Imaging and Analysis
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Arshi Khan
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Te Extc B

Abstract: More and more fields of human’s life are becoming computerized nowadays. The role of imaging
in healthcare is continuously increasing. Recent innovations in medical imaging technology have created a
tsunami of imaging data, which is revolutionizing diagnosis, therapy planning and follow-up, as well as clinical, preclinical and biomedical research. The diagnostic
interpretation of medical images is a multi-step task.
The aim of this paper is to study the digital image parameters for the detection of potential abnormalities.
This paper explores a wide range of imaging modalities
and focuses at fusing anatomical, functional and molecular information.
1. Introduction
Medical Imaging is the technique used to create images
of the human body for clinical purposes such as medical procedures seeking to reveal, diagnose or examine
disease and medical science including the study of normal anatomy and physiology. Many of the techniques
developed for medical imaging also have scientific
and industrial applications. Medical imaging is often
perceived to designate the set of techniques that noninvasively produce images of the internal aspect of the
body. In this restricted sense, medical imaging can be
seen as the solution of mathematical inverse problems.
This means that cause (the properties of living tissue) is
inferred from effect (the observed signal). Before medical imaging will be discussed in detail, it is necessary
to provide some basic information about digital imaging. Two classes of digital images can be distinguished
– analog and digital images. Both types fall into nontemporal multimedia type. Analog images are painted
or created through photographic process. Analog images are characterized by continuous, smooth transition
of tones. This means that between each two different
points at the picture there is an infinite number of tonal
values. It is possible to transform an analog image into
digital. A digital image a[m,n] described in a 2D discrete space is derived from an analog image a(x,y) in

a 2D continuous space through a sampling process that
is frequently referred to as digitization. The 2D continuous image a(x,y) is divided into N rows and M columns. The intersection of a row and a column is termed
a pixel. Figure 1 shows the different types of images.

Figure 1. Types of images
The diagnostic interpretation of medical images is a
multi-step task where the aim is the detection of potential abnormalities. It is accurately achieved when the
clinician integrates two processes. The first is the image
perception to recognize unique image patterns and the
second is the identification of the relationship between
perceived patterns and possible diagnoses. The success of these two steps relies heavily on the clinician’s
skill. On-going Medical Image Analysis projects cover
a wide range of imaging modalities (Magnetic Resonance Imaging, Positron Emission Tomography, Computerised Tomography, ultrasound, optical imaging)
and aim at fusing anatomical, functional and molecular
information.
2. Working with medical images
Medical imaging constitutes a sub-discipline of biomedical engineering, medical physics or medicine de-
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pending on the context: Research and development in
the area of instrumentation, image acquisition, modelling and quantification are usually included in biomedical engineering, medical physics and computer science; research into the application and interpretation of
medical images is usually included in radiology and the
medical sub-disciplines relevant to medical conditions
under investigation or area of medical science like neuroscience, cardiology, psychiatry, psychology, etc.
Medical imaging is often perceived to designate the set
of techniques that non-invasively produce images of
the internal aspect of the body. In this restricted sense,
medical imaging can be seen as the solution of mathematical inverse problems.
Medical Imaging Techniques:
A.
Medical Radiography: Two forms of radiographic images are in use in medical imaging as follows:•
Projectional radiographs- It is often used to determine the type and extent of a fracture as well as for
detecting pathological changes in the lungs as shown in
figure 2.

aging a single plane, or slice, of an object.
•
Computed Tomography (CT), or Computed Axial Tomography (CAT):
A CT scan, also known as a CAT scan, is a helical tomography (latest generation), which traditionally produces a 2D image of the structures in a thin section of
the body.

Figure 2: X-ray images of human hand, skull and
chest.

Figure 5. Brain MRI

Figure 4. Brain CT scan
•
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI):
Unlike CT, MRI does not involve the use of ionizing
radiation

•
Medical ultrasonography: Medical ultrasonog•
Fluoroscopy – It produces real-time images of raphy uses high frequency broadband sound waves in
internal structures of the body in a similar fashion to the megahertz range that are reflected by tissue to varyradiography, but employs a constant input of x-rays, at ing degrees to produce (up to 3D) images.
a lower dose rate.

Figure 3. A rotational fluoroscopy image of a hepatic
artery injection
•

Tomography: Tomography is the method of im-

Figure 6. Ultrasound of kidney
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3.Common Characteristics of Medical Images
The review of medical imaging techniques unveil large
diversity of medical image classes and technology used
in medical diagnosis. Nevertheless, all these images
have some common characteristics which distinguish
them from general images.

botics, computer vision, medicine etc. will use imaging geometry, linear transforms, shift invariance, frequency domain, segmentation, histogram analysis etc.
that apply to any image modality and any application.
While these classic approaches to general images and
to general applications are important, the special nature
of medical images and medical applications requires
a)
Low resolution (in the spatial and spectral do- special treatments.
mains): All above-mentioned classes of medical images Medical images typically suffer from one or more of
are characterized with very restricted size. Images from the following imperfections. These imperfections can
different classes have different sizes. Largest are the be inherent to the imaging modality (e.g., X-rays offer
X-ray images, which can have size up to 2048 pixels low contrast for soft tissues, ultrasound produces very
vertically and horizontally. Other medical images are noisy images, and metallic implants will cause imaging
much smaller, for example Computerized Tomography artifacts in MRI) or the result of a deliberate trade-off
are smaller than 512×512 pixels, Magnetic Resonance during acquisition. Quality of medical image is limited
images up to 256×256 pixels and USG images 700×500 by the following factors:
or less.
a)
The movement of a patient.
b)
Low contrast: Medical images have also limited b)
Insufficient performance of method of acquisibit depth. X-ray images have bit depth equal 12 bit and tion.
USG images only 8 bits. The matter is not so clear with c)
Out-of-focus lens.
Magnetic Resonance images. Image format used here d)
Poor illumination.
can store 216 (bit depth equal 16) tones of gray but, in e)
Coarse quantization and reconstruction errors
fact, there are much fewer tones – about 29 (bit depth associated with noise of imaging devices.
equal 9).
f)
Distortion and burring associated with relatively long acquisition time (due to anatomical motion).
c)
High Fidelity: Medical images create a particu- g)
Beam hardening.
lar class of digital images, where the information carried by them is extremely important. High fidelity of All these account for the differences between medicompression and any other processing is required or the cal and non medical approaches that affect the way in
diagnosis could be erroneous. The loss of information which images are processed and analysed.
may mislead not only when a physician personally examines the image but also when software is used for 5. Medical Image Analysis
analyzing the image.
Analysis of medical images is essential in modern medicine. With the increasing amount of patient data, new
d)
Magnification: Due to small resolutions of med- challenges and opportunities arise for different phases
ical images, their psychical size on a display device of the clinical routine, such as diagnosis, surgery and
also will be rather small. Because of this, it is difficult therapy.Large amount of medical images per case toto perform measurements by hand during diagnosis or gether with the growing importance of medical imageven to read the image by a physician. Thus, magnifica- ing in clinical practice, have continuously increased the
tion of the image is often very desirable and this means workload of the radiologist, which explains the need
that also a zoomed-in image should be maximally true, for computer-assisted medical image analysis. Intellegible and clear.
ligent processing of such multi-dimensional images
has become crucial in conventional or computer-aided
e)
Imperfections: Medical Images often suffer interpretation for radiological and diagnostic applicafrom high level of noise, geometric deformations and tions.
presence of imaging artifacts.
Medical image analysis concentrates on the development of techniques to supplement the mostly qualita4. Challenges in Medical Imaging
tive and frequently subjective assessment of medical
General image processing whether it is applied to ro- images by human experts. Regardless of its application
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area it encompasses incorporation of prior knowledge,
classification of features, matching of model to subimages, description of shape, and many other problems
and approaches of artificial intelligence.
The diagnostic interpretation of medical images is a
multi-step task where the aim is the detection of potential abnormalities. This goal is accurately achieved
when the clinician integrates two processes. The first
is the image perception to recognize unique image patterns and the second is the identification of the relationship between perceived patterns and possible diagnoses. The success of these two steps relies heavily on
the clinician’s skill. On-going Medical Image Analysis projects cover a wide range of imaging modalities
(Magnetic Resonance Imaging, Positron Emission Tomography, Computerised Tomography, ultrasound, optical imaging) and aim at fusing anatomical, functional
and molecular information.

6. Conclusion
The medical images are segmented and different parameters are taken into consideration like colour modes,
resolution, compression, etc. any medical image i.e. ultrasound, x-ray etc. is processed using the MATLAB
code in order to detect the error as all images consists
of some errors. The critical problem like cancer, tumor,
etc. can be analyzed easily using diagnostic interpretation and image perception.
References
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DIGITAL BUS TICKETING SYSTEM
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•
AbstractThe current ticketing system of public transport
in India is not well developed. The ticketing system
is not user friendly to the passengers who commutes
mainly through Bus or Railways, etc. One of the major problems while travelling via bus is to get a ticket,
which is only possible if conductor reaches us or viceversa which is not likely during peak hours. If we fail to
get one (ticket), there might be a probability we might
get fined by the ticket collector. Most people in a metropolitan city will surely have faced the difficulty. The
objective of this project is to replace such system with
a much convenient, user-friendly and advanced method
of getting a ticket which will be achieved by using an
RFID based system which will calculate the fare based
on the distance travelled by the passenger and debit
it directly from the balance in RFID which can be recharged from the bus depot, online or it can be debited
directly from the linked bank account.
Keyword- GSM, GPS, RFID reader

conductor. The conductor will collect money from each
passenger and issue ticket. Initially, printed papers or
tokens are used as tickets. Nowadays, handheld machines are used to print tickets.
Problem with the current bus ticketing systemThis system has many disadvantages. The passenger
have to carry the ticket till the end of travel, the conductor should ensure that everyone has got the ticket,
the time taken for ticketing is comparatively more and
more amount of paper is needed to print the Ticket.
Nowadays conductors are trained to operate the handheld ticketing machine.
For example, if a passenger wish to travel in bus. He has
to carry money with him. Then conductor will collect
the money and he will give ticket. This has to repeat for
all passengers. This will take more time and waste of
human resource as well as energy. Even handheld ticketing machine is comparatively slow and need trained
person to operate it.

Proposed systemIn proposed system each passenger will have a
IntroductionRFID card which will have his/her personal details
This system uses GPS to calculate the distance trav- such as unique identification code, name, emergency
elled by the passenger by tracking the source and des- contact details and balance status on top of it, it will
tination address and deduct the fare accordingly and have printed photo and name of the user on card.
notify the passenger through SMS using GSM modUser can press the physical button on card to pay
ule. Each passenger will have an RFID card which will the fare and get notified through SMS, without waiting
have all his/her information along with balance details for the conductor.
and unique identification code. All these details will be
stored on a secure real-time database server so that if Principle of workingcustomer loses his/her card he can easily get another by
RFID readers will be installed at the entrance, exit
applying at bus depot with all his remaining balance. and also at two other places within the bus. These RFID
RFID card will have a notification light to indicate readers will store the source and destination of the paswhether it is enabled or not and it will have a vibrating senger on the server and deduct the fare from the card.
sensor for visually impaired person.
Passenger will be informed about the same through an
SMS send by the GSM module automatically.
Current bus ticketing systemA GPS will be used to calculate the distance travelled
In the general way, every bus is controlled by a by the passenger to calculate the fare. When customer
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enters or exits the bus he/she need to scan the RFID
card using RFID reader. On first scan server stores the
location as passengers source location and on second
scan the server stores the location as the destination using GPS module.

stored on server which can be used to improve bus facilities.
For E.g. - Data of total passengers travelling in a particular route can be used to increase the number of frequency or the number of buses.

Applications and Advantages•
It can be used for paying bus fare.

This system is paperless and also gives boost to Digital
India.
•
Passengers will be able to commute without
worrying about carrying change for the tickets.
•
Card can be recharged / refilled from bus depot,
online or it can directly be linked to passenger’s bank
account.

•
As it stores the basic information of the Passenger such as name, photo, emergency numbers, blood
group and address, it can be used in case of emergency
to call passengers family or hospitalize him/her.
•
As the ticketing system is digital all data is
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Color Sensing device for Color
Blind and Blind people
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Abstract— This paper purpose the study on tools aimed
to assist blind and blind people in their daily activities.
Color-blind people face a numerous sorts of problems
as they are unable to observe the difference in the color.
Whereas, the blind people actually can’t see the color
at all. Color is one of the essential parts in one’s life, so
in order to help them improve their daily life and give
them a sense of satisfaction a RGB sensing device is
developed. Color sensors register data in the form of
pulses and base their working on different models like
RGB Color model. A large percentage of the visible
Colors can be created using these three primary colors.
There are so many different color sensors that can sense
multiple colors at one time. Thus depending on the accuracy of the sensor, color sensors are programmed to
know only one color or different color types or shades
for categorization operations. Through this Paper, the
color detection, the basic color theory and the applications of color sensor will be reviewed. Our Paper aims
to overcome the difficulties suffered by the color-blind
& blind people. Text to Speech Converter Module is
also used so that blind people can get the information
of the detected color only by just hearing to the speech
output of the system. Also the routine tasks of wearing
matching socks, clothes and various others becomes tedious task then, so our project aims to help these people
overcome basic day-to-day problems.
Keywords Arduino Uno; RGB; Speech Recognization
I.
INTRODUCTION
Color blindness (color vision deficiency) affects approximately 1 in 12 men (8%) and 1 in 200 women in
the world. This statistics is increasing exponentially
year by year. In extreme situations, only shades of grey
might be distinguishable. Color plays an important role
in the everyday life of a normally sighted person. Normally sighted people use colors as the basis of a number

of everyday tasks, for example matching socks, choosing between different clothes. Such activities, however,
could prove to be challenging for both blind and blind
persons. So to recognize those colors for color blind
and blind persons we need some electronics gadget that
can recognize the color and speak the name of that color
simultaneously. So the main objective of this project is
to develop such an electronic gadget that recognizes the
object color. So the color blind and blind persons will
be able to recognize the color as well as be able to hear
the name of color with the help of this gadget. Such a
system could give color blind as well as blind people
greater independence as they would be able to carry
out certain tasks that are unable to perform unaided.
The components required for this gadget are Arduino
Uno board, RGB colour sensor, connecting wires, LCD
screen, text to speech converter module and Arduino
IDE software. The gadget will be developed in such a
way that it can be used as a portable device. The other
advantages of this gadget will be its small size, low
power consumption, accuracy and efficiency.
II.
DESIGN
The goal of this project is to create a device that measures the color of light. As you probably know, the light
that typically illuminates human life is actually a wavelength in the visible spectrum. Here we will learn how
to design a RGB color sensing device.
Our model will basically consist of following components:
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HARDWARE:
Arduino Uno Board
	Power Supply(5 V)
JHD_16ALCD (16*2 LCD)
TCS3200 Color Sensor
Text to Speech converter Module
AMPLIFIER (if needed)
SOFTWARE:

Fig:3 : The way Colour blind people see

ARDUINO IDE

Fig1: BLOCK DIAGRAM:

LCD is interfaced with the Arduino Board.
Fig:2 : CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

Fig:4: TTS 1231 module
The TTS mdule will be interfaced with Arduino Uno
board.
This TTS Module produces speech (voice) as the output
when the led’s are on. It reads input as text only in English language and gives the output in a Retro(Robotic)
Voice.
III.
WORKING
The color to be sensed is decided by the two logic select
pins S2 & S3 of the Color sensor. When a red color is
sensed both the logic select pins S2 & S3 are kept low.
The Color sensor detects the intensity of the color and
sends the value to the color sensor module. The light
intensity measured by the color Array is sent to the Current to Frequency converter, whose frequency is in relation to current sent by Array.

Fig 5:TCS3200 color sensor:
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As we are aware of that different Colors have different
intensities but for a normal use it wont make much difference. The Arduino UNO here sends data to the Color
sensor and the data received is shown on the LCD connected to the Arduino. The UNO detects three color intensities separately and shows them on LCD.
The Arduino UNO selects the signal (square) pulse
duration because of that, one can get the frequency of
square wave sent by module. With the frequency at
hand we can match it with color on sensor. The Arduino
Uno reads the pulse duration on 10th pin of UNO and
stores its value in frequency integer.
We are going to do this for red, green and blue colors
recognition. All three color intensities are shown by
frequencies on 16x2 LCD.

able to each and every person living in any part of the
world.
The whole gadget can be converted wirelessly
by developing an android app that controls the gadget.
This gadget can also be used by old people who
develops low vision due to aging.
V.
CONCLUSION
The final solution designed is portable and capable of
identifying the color of objects made of a range of materials.
The device is simple to operate, as it can be used with
just two buttons. It also makes use of a speech output
to interface with the user. A volume control enables
the user to adjust the output to a comfortable level and
also includes a headphone jack. In order to reach to the
above solution described, a number of problems had to
SPEECH OUTPUT SYSTEM:
be overcome. The main focus has to be given to the
When the system identifies a color, it needs to have a connecting wires as even if one wire is loose the whole
way to let the user know of the result. Since the prod- gadget will fail to work properly. Also the program has
uct is directed towards blind people, a screen to display to be written properly in order to make the gadget opwould be useless. The product should be able to com- erate properly. The sensor used should have enough
municate the results to the user using some form of au- accuracy to give a proper output within the specified
dible signal. The simplest way to achieve that would be ranges. The final solution will not be much expensive
using a buzzer. So whenever a color is recognized the and with proper planning can be used for business purgadget will display as well as speak the name of color poses also.
with help of speech output system.
This will let the blind people understand which color is VI.
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The Space Elevator

The Space Elevator is one of the most revolutionary
ideas of the 19th Century. It was first proposed by Konstantin Tsiolkovsky in 1895. Thinking of this technology in 1895, even before the first space flight, meant
that Konstantin Tsiolkovsky was way ahead of his time.
He was inspired by the Eiffel Tower in Paris. The idea
was further developed through the 20th and the 21st
Century. However the idea has still not developed into
reality yet. After years and years of analysis about its
physics and technological requirements an International Space Elevator Consortium (ISEC) was formed
to promote the development, construction, and operation of a space elevator. It was formed after the Space
Elevator Conference in Redmond, Washington in July
2008 and became an affiliate organization with the National Space Society in August 2013. The Construction
of the elevator is divided into 4 parts. All the 4 parts
require modern and cutting edge technology which was
otherwise unavailable till the 21st Century.

Dhruv Bal
T.E. EXTC A

sion structure would reduce loads from the atmosphere
at the Earth end of the tether, and reduce the distance
into the Earth’s gravity field the cable needs to extend,
and thus reduce the critical strength-to-density requirements for the cable material, all other design factors being equal.
2)
Cables
A space elevator cable would need to carry its own
weight as well as the additional weight of climbers. The
cable would need to be made of a material with a large
tensile strength/density ratio. An untapered space elevator cable would need a material capable of sustaining a length of 4,960 km of its own weight at sea level
to reach a geostationary altitude of 35,786 km without
yielding. Therefore, a material with very high strength
and lightness is needed.

The 4 parts of the Elevator’s Construction are:1)
Base station
Modern concepts for the base station/anchor are typically mobile stations, large oceangoing vessels or other
mobile platforms. Mobile base stations would have the
advantage over the earlier stationary concepts (with
land-based anchors) by being able to maneuver to avoid
high winds, storms, and space debris.
Oceanic anchor points are also typically in international waters, simplifying and reducing cost of negotiating
territory use for the base station.
Stationary land based platforms would have simpler
and less costly logistical access to the base. They also
would have an advantage of being able to be at high altitude, such as on top of mountains. In an alternate con- Fig1: Carbon Nanotube Structure
cept, the base station could be a tower, forming a space
elevator which comprises both a compression tower Nano engineered materials such as carbon nanotubes
close to the surface, and a tether structure at higher al- and recently discovered, graphene ribbons (perfect
titudes. Combining a compression structure with a ten- two-dimensional sheets of carbon) are expected to have
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breaking lengths of 5000–6000 km at sea level, and ii.
A space dock, space station or spaceport posialso are able to conduct electrical power.
tioned past geostationary orbit.
iii.
A further upward extension of the cable itself
so that the net upward pull would be the same as an
3)
Climbers
equivalent counterweight.
A space elevator cannot be an elevator in the typical iv.
Parked spent climbers that had been used to
sense (with moving cables) due to the need for the cable thicken the cable during construction, other junk, and
to be significantly wider at the center than at the tips. material lifted up the cable for the purpose of increasWhile various designs employing moving cables have ing the counterweight.
been proposed, most cable designs call for the “eleva- The Space Elevator is supposed to be operational by
tor” to climb up a stationary cable.
2035. The dates however change due to budget cuts and
Climbers would need to be paced at optimal timings construction problems. The Elevator will allow us to
so as to minimize cable stress and oscillations and to construct many things in Space such as telescopes and
maximize throughput. Lighter climbers could be sent Space Stations which will help us in exploring the Uniup more often, with several going up at the same time. verse further.
This would increase throughput somewhat, but would References:lower the mass of each individual payload.
www.wikipedia.org
4)
Counterweight
Several solutions have been proposed to act as a counterweight:
i.
A heavy, captured asteroid.
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INTRODUCTION TO EMBEDDED
SYSTEMS
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Abstract- An embedded system is one that has computer hardware with software embedded in it as one of
its components. Any system that has a microprocessor
or microcontroller embedded into the system to control the system is also called as an embedded system.
Before these systems were designed around microprocessors unlike today where they are built around microcontroller.
Keywords:
Microprocessors-- It is an IC that can fetch instructions
from memory,decode and execute them. Hence it has
external memory and I/O controllers.
Microcontrollers--It is an IC that integrates microprocessor, memory and I/O controllers on the same chip.
CISC-- Complex instruction set computers
RISC-- Reduced instruction set computer
Fig.(1). Layered Architecture of an Embedded System
ISP—Internet service provider
The hardware components of the embedded systems
include:
Significance- Due to their compact size low cost and •
Central Processing Unit (CPU)
simple design aspects embedded systems are very pop- •
Memory (RAM and ROM)
ular.
•
Input devices
They are found everywhere from kitchen ware to space- •
Output devices
craft.
•
Communication interfaces
Were the embedded systems existing earlier? They were •
Application specific circuitry
not so popular because they revolved around microprocessors unlike today. Microprocessors by itself do not CLASSIFICATION OF EMBEDDED SYSTEMS- It is
possess any memory ports. So they must be connected based on functionality and performance requirements.
externally by using peripherals like 8255,8257,8259,etc. •
Stand alone embedded systems
The speed of microprocessor was a major drawback.
•
Real time embedded systems
•
Networked information appliances
•
Mobile devices
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First we select a temperature sensor like thermistor or
AD590 or LM35 or LM335 or LM75,etc.
After this the analog data is converted into digital data
and at the same time proper signal conditioning is done.
This digital input is fed to the microcontroller through
its ports. By developing a suitable program ( Embedded
C or Assembly ) the dat is processed and controlled.
For this purpose IAR ARM Embedded workbench C
compilers can be used. Once the program is debugged
and error free it can be dumped into the microcontroller
flash memory using ISP.Now your microcontroller chip
acts as an embedded chip.

Fig.(2). Block Diagram of Hardware Components of
Embedded System
LANGUAGES FOR PROGRAMMING EMBEDDED
SYSTEMS:
Assembly language was the pioneer for programming
embedded systems till recently. Some of the languages
are C , C++ , Ada , Forth , Java or combination of assembly language and high level language. The majority
of the software is still done in C language. Recent survey indicates that approximately 45% of software work Fig.(4).Block diagram of Temperature Sensor
is done in C. The microcontrollers are programmed using machine language which are stored on the available
on-chip memory.
DESIGN OF A EMBEDDED SYSTEM: Case study
for a simple temperature measurement embedded system.First let us get an idea of a certain data acquisition
system. The block diagram for it is,

Fig 5: OUTPUT
REFERENCES[1] www.slideshare.net
Fig.(3).Data Acquisition System
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SMOKE DETECTOR SAVES LIVES
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Smoke detectors are one of the most striking inventions,
because of the protection they provide to countless families. They save 1000’s OF LIVES EACH YEAR and
due to this, it is recommended for every home. We all
have heard of the Native Americans who used smoke
signals to send simple messages over long distances.
Similarly,when we see smoke, it’s sending us a message
which is very alarming that a FIRE has occurred nearby
and our life is in danger. If a fire breaks out in daytime,
we can usually smell it and do something about it. But
if it takes place during night, when we’re asleep, the
fire can steal the oxygen we need to breathe or produce
toxic carbon monoxide gas that can send us to deep and
deadly slumber from which we may NEVER recover.
In US, more people die out of house fires than from
all natural disasters combined. Fortunately, Thanks to
the Modern Technology, there’s a highly reliable way
of detecting smoke or fire with very low probability of
false alarm – ELECTRONIC SMART SMOKE DETECTOR. When properly installed and maintained, it
ensures your peace of mind by offering you 24 hour
day-night protection for your family and home, and
can really be lifesavers. These detectors provide early
warning in the event of fire by granting residents more
time to escape. Commercial security detectors generate a signal to the fire alarm control panel as a part of
fire alarm system, whereas household security detectors
commonly generate a buzzer sound from the detector
itself. They can run off of a 120V house current or a 9V
battery.
When these detectors are used in industrial, residential
and commercial buildings, they are powered with battery backup. The range of domestic smoke detectors are
from individual powered battery units to various interlinked power units with battery backup.If any component detects smoke, then all of them are activated even if
there is no electricity. The estimated detectors installed
in the year 2013 are 93% of US homes and 85% of UK
homes. With much newer technology, smoke detectors
have gained wide usage in residential and life safety
applications in providing premium protection against
fire danger thereby avoiding severe damages. As the
names implies, these devices are designed to identify

fire while in its smoldering or early flame stages, replicating human sense of smell.
There are two types of smoke detectors namely Ionization Smoke Detector and Optical or Photoelectric
Smoke Detector that are very familiar and are accessible in both analogue addressable and conventional. The
Ionization smoke detectors are highly sensitive to burn
quickly, flaming fires which generate small smoke particles. They are beneficialin workshop printing, paint
stores, paper mills and other purposes. In d contrary,
Optical smoke detectors are applicable for detecting
slow burning, fires smoldering that cause large smoke
particles. These are used in bedrooms, electrical switch
rooms and escape corridors and also for general purpose.
In Australia, there are sadly over 10,000 FIRES EACH
YEAR resulting in MORE THAN 70 DEATHS, about
1500 INJURIES and MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
WORTH OF PROPERTY DAMAGE. Such fires happen repeatedly and the reality behind it is that – THEY
OCCUR TOO FAST. For instance, when you’re asleep,
you tend to lose your sense of smell. In the event of fire,
the smell of smoke will not wake you up. So, your life
depends on your ability to hear audible alarm. Thus,
a house can be literally DISMANTLED to the ground
within a span of 15 minutes. This is yet another important reason as to why it is essential for every home to
be adapted with more than one or an adequate number
of suitable and properly placed mains powered smoke
detectors, and they should always be interconnected.
Smoke detectors are trivially inexpensive compared to
the cost of fire damage and life; and of course when it
comes to life, IT IS PRICELESS.
THIS IS HOW AMAZING THE GADGET
WORKS..!!
References:
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smoke_detector
http://www.explainthatstuff.com/smokedetector.html
http://home.howstuffworks.com/home-improvement/
household-safety/fire/smoke.htm
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HOME AUTOMATION FOR OLD AND
ELDERLY

Vishal Singh
SE EXTC

The form of home automation called assistive domotics
focuses on making it possible for older adults and people with disabilities to remain at home, safe and comfortable. Home automation is becoming a viable option
for older adults and people with disabilities who would
prefer to stay in the comfort of their homes rather than
move to a healthcare facility. This field uses much of
the same technology and equipment as home automation for security, entertainment, and energy conservation but tailors it towards older adults and people with
disabilities.
Home automation is being implemented into more and
more homes of older adults and people with disabilities in order to maintain their independence and safety.
These smart homes allow older adults and people with
disabilities to stay in their homes where they feel comfortable, instead of moving to a costly health care facility. The transition to a health care facility can cause a
lot of anxiety and home automation can either prevent

or delay this anxiety (Cheek 2005). For the disabled
smart homes give them opportunity for independence,
which will help them gain confidence and determination. Smart homes can provide both older adults and
people with disabilities with many different types of
emergency assistance systems, security features, fall
prevention, automated timers, and alerts. These systems
allow for the individual to feel secure in their homes
knowing that help is only minutes away. Smart home
systems will make it possible for family members to
monitor their loved ones from anywhere with an internet connection.
REFERENCES:https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Home_automation
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elderly_care
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SECURITY SYSTEMS USING PIR
SENSOR.

Vishal Singh
SE EXTC A

A passive infrared sensor (PIR sensor) is an electronic
sensor that measures infrared (IR) light radiating from
objects in its field of view. They are most often used in
PIR-based motion detectorsA PIR-based motion detector is used to sense movement of people or other objects. They are commonly used in burglar alarms and
automatically-activated lighting systems.
All objects with a temperature above absolute zero emit
heat energy in the form of radiation. Usually this radiation isn’t visible to the human eye because it radiates
at infrared wavelengths, but it can be detected by electronic devices designed for such a purpose.
An individual PIR sensor detects changes in the amount
of infrared radiation impinging upon it, which varies
depending on the temperature and surface characteristics of the objects in front of the sensor.When an object,
such as a humanpasses in front of the background, such
as a wall, the temperature at that point in the sensor’s
field of view will rise . The sensor converts the resulting
change in the incoming infrared radiation into a change
in the output voltage, and this triggers the detection.

lay. This relay completes the circuit across a pair of
electrical contacts connected to a detection input zone
of the burglar alarm control panel. The system is usually designed such that if no motion is being detected,
the relay contact is closed—a ‘normally closed’ (NC)
relay. If motion is detected, the relay opens, triggering
the alarm.
PIRs come in many configurations for a wide variety of
applications. The most common models have numerous
Fresnel lenses or mirror segments, an effective range of
about ten meters (thirty feet), and a field of view less
than 180 degrees
A good example is PIR motion detector using Bluetooth
module:

Some of it’ s application are:* can be used in museums to protect valuable things.
*This can also be used as an automatic door bell that
rings when human is detcted.
*This can be used in defence application to detect the
humans in war fieldsIt
A PIR motion detector used to control an outdoor, REFERENCES:
automatic light.An indoor light switch equipped with https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Passive_infrared_senPIR-based sensors
sor
https://learn.adafruit.com/pir-passive-infrared-proximWhen PIR sensor is used as part of a security system, ity-motion-sensor?view=all
the electronics in the PIR typically control a small re- https://www.sparkfun.com/products/13285
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NIKOLA TESLA-THE FORGOTTEN
GENIUS

-Anjali Kanswal
SE EXTC

When talking about Science and Technology there are
only a few names of inventors from history that comes
into our minds like Newton, Einstein, Edison, Galileo
etc. But we know very less about a much greater contributor without whom, it would have been impossible
for us to step into a revolutionizing world of technology but unfortunately whose name has been very much
suspiciously eradicated from history, it is Dr.Nikola
Tesla.
People throughout all the ages have used various means
of communication to get in touch with each other. In today’s time mobile phones and internet communication
has actually become a child’s play. If someone deserves
the credit for the concept of mobile phones, wire free
(Wi-Fi) internet and in fact the internet as a whole then
it would be, Dr. Nikola Tesla.
He was a Serbian-Americaninventor, electrical engineer, mechanical engineer, physicist, and futurist who
is best known for his contributions to the design of the
modern alternating current (AC) electricity supply system.Tesla would memorize

Tesla. The only thing inspiring his research and associated inventions was the supreme and the strong desire
of Dr. Tesla to make human life happier and beyondusual and he was unlike few other inventors of his age
who were only keen in making profit from their inventions irrespective of where it takes mankind.
Some of Tesla’s ideas that shows how much futuristic person he was,are-Space Time Bending(Time
Travel),Cosmic Rays And Solar Energy, WirelessElectricity, HumanoidRobotics, Peace ray,Radio,Tesla Coil.
Dr. Nikola Tesla had produced shadowgraph images
when he attempted to obtain an image of his friend
Mark Twain (the famous American author and humorist) with the vacuum tube. Surprisingly, instead of
showing Twain, the resulting image showed the screw
for adjusting the camera lens which was in the same
room near the photographic plate. With this and with
his further experiments in this regard, Dr. Tesla was
indeed successful in obtaining shadowgraph images of
actually the human body. Years later, physicists have
described these particles as photons and the mysterious
rays as ‘X-rays’. The main reason why Dr. Tesla’s concomplete books, and supposedly possessed a photo- tribution to the discovery of X-rays could not be known
graphic memory.He was a polyglot, speaking eight to the public and scientific community was the fire that
languages: Serbo-Croatian, Czech, English, French, had engulfed his New York laboratory.
German, Hungarian, Italian, and Latin.. Just by hearing
the name of an item, he would be able to envision it Tesla demonstrating wireless power transferred through
in realistic detail.Tesla would visualize an invention in the air by electromagnetic fields created by the Tesla
his mind with extreme precision, including all dimen- coil in Chicago.
sions, before moving to the construction stage, a technique sometimes known as picture thinking. He typi- Dr.Tesla was very less concerned about getting fame
cally did not make drawings by hand but worked from from his inventions, All that he always stressed on, was
memory. No wonder this great genius has 300 patents improvement of human life by his inventions.Tesla inin his name worldwide but still has failed to become a deed was father of many inventions but inspite of all
household name in technology.
his contributions he died At 86, quietly and alone in a
room on the 33rd floor of the Hotel New Yorker in New
Working on various new mind-blowing concepts and York City.Wistfullyhe spent his later life in loneliness
inventions had almost become a routine for Dr. Nikola and poverty.Dr.Tesla in his entire lifetime served hu-
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manity through his inventions selflessly and he proves
to be a great inspiration for inventors, even today.One
of famous quote by Dr.TeslaI do not think there is any thrill that can go through the
human heart like that felt by the inventor as he sees

some creation of the brain unfolding to success....such
emotions make a man forget food, sleep, friends, love,
everything.
(Reference:https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla)

Fig 1: NIKOLAS TESLA
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GRAPHENE: THE FUTURE
Abhishek Kaushal
SE EXTC A

Abstract
In an era of civilization there is always demand of faster, cheaper, and better electronics.
To come with a solution graphene has been discovered,
which is a single thin layer of carbon, having a hexagonal closed lattice. This is made of carbon, which is
the most abundant element on the surface of earth. This
can be used to replace silicon in electronic device as
it is having high electron mobility. Laptops, mobiles,
phones can be folded and made portable .This can be
used as vast future application in many fields.
Introduction
There have always been issues with storage devices and
hence concepts of super capacitor are coming up. Battery takes time to charge and is heavy. Capacitors do
not have high power capacity. This can also be used
for touch screen in mobile phones replacing indium tin
oxide layer.
IDEA
Due to its special transparent feature it can be used
in screen displays and can replace OLED ,this makes
electronic devices difficult to recycle. Due to the large
surface area of 2630m/S2 it can store charge on its surface and so it can be used in battery and when light
passes through it, it has no energy band gap so electrons
will easily escape to the conduction band by absorbing
photons. It has holes of size of nanoparticle and so can
be used to filter ions for, the water. The properties of
graphene make it different from others•
It has high tensile strength compared to steel
and is light weight (0.77 milligram/m^2).
•
It is very stable compound due to carbon to carbon bonding.
•
it is thinnest material and is transparent
The graphene products will be seen in future everywhere as it has very high conductivity and electron mobility.
Details
The graphene has been found to emit some toxic ele-

ments which is hazardous to human health but research
are going on which will overcome it.
Conclusion
Flexible and foldable electronics gadgets will be possible. It will have numerous applications not only in the
electronics but in other fields also. Scientists are doing
research to use in the nano electronics as it does not
have band gap which has to be engineered by doping it
with some metal like CNT, ZiO2 and TiO2. But due to
light weight it can replace many metals and so will be
found in every corner of industry.
References
www.graphenecouncil.com
www.graphenea.com
www.graphene.manchester.ac.uk
www.explainthastuff.com
www.thegauardian.com
www.graphene-info.com
www.economist.com
www.appliedtechnotopia.com
www.academia.com
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Report on
Techworld Workshop on electronics lab for schools
•
Event Details: Workshop was conducted on electronics labs for Chogle schools, by Dr. Lochan Jolly
(Dean- SSW, Professor, EXTC) , Ms. Anvita Birje (AP- EXTC) , Mr. Chandresh Yadav (Lab Assistant) & Mr.
Dinesh Kanswar (Lab Assistant).
•

Date: 2nd January 2017

•

Venues: Thakur Public School, Thakur Village , Kandivali (E). Mumbai-400 101.
Chogle School,Shrikrushna nagar , Borivali (E). Mumbai-400 068.

•	Participants: Students and Teachers from Marathi medium schools from nearby areas and from respective schools too.
•
Objectives:
o
In this laboratory students will have hands on experience with setups of small experiments using electronic components and experience output.
o
It will create an excitement in the young minds and will definitely develop their interest in science field.
o
It will also develop skills in them so that they can use the knowledge acquired in the workshop to implement their ideas on their own without the help from their parents.
•
Staff Involved:
o
Dr. Lochan Jolly - Dean, SSW.
o
Ms. Anvita Birje (AP- EXTC)
o
Mr. Chandresh Yadav (Lab Assistant).
o
Mr. Dinesh Kanswar (Lab Assistant).

Workshop at Chogle school
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•
THE BACKGROUND
o
Looking at today’s scenario the present generation has immense potential to explore and analyse. They
have acess to internet which can provide solution to their any query.
o
Unfortunately, in most scenarios, there are videos available for all, but they lack in providing students an
experience which can have an impact on their learning and thinking process. All these easily available solutions
at one click are killing the ability to think and explore which is very dangerous for the growth of any country.
o
For any country to grow there is a need to develop an attitude in young generation where they should
want to know “how things happen” and “where they can apply those concepts for betterment of society”. Looking at the need many foreign country governments are insisting and motivating their younger generations to take
science courses.
o
So we developed “Techworld” for the students of schools to motivate them to take up Engineering
courses.
o
Therefore On 2nd January 2017, we conducted workshops in Chogle School, TCET
o
The workshop was conducted in Marathi. The entire workshop took about 2.5 hours.
•
The workshop was divided into three parts where in :
1)
First part they were briefed about the various components used for making circuits.
2)
In second part they were trained about how to use kits to explain various science principals and
3)
In the third part they were given hands on experience to mount the circuit on bread board so that they
can train their students to mount new circuits.
The list of setups:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

To study the working of LED circuit used for continuity testing.
To study the working of Light Emitting Diode (LED) circuit with Series & parallel circuits.
To study the working of LED circuit with transistor as additional controlling switch in circuit.
To study the working of LED circuit as a Blown fuse indicator.
To study the working of LED circuit as humidity indicator.
To study the working of LED circuit as Light Sensor circuit.
To study the working of LED circuit as pressure Sensor.
To study the working of mechanical energy to electrical energy convertor.
To study the working of LED circuit as temperature Sensor.
To study the working of LED circuit as Static Electricity Detector.
To study the working of LED circuit activated by sound.
To study Magnetic Induction

Along with the above 12 experimental set ups a manual to guide, a demo CD of all the practicals were provided.
The cost of the laboratory is Rs.10,000/-. This laboratory is provided free of cost as an initiative to promote
technical education from Thakur College of Engineering & Technology, association with IEEE sections.
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•
Outcome:
This workshop helped students as well as teachers to have hands on experience with small experiments using
electronic components and experience output. It developed students mind that will be able to provide technological solutions to various day to day problems they come across through small circuits

Workshop at TPS School
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Report on IoT Seminar

20th March 2017

DETAILS: IEEE-TCET had organized a Seminar on Internet of Things (IoT) on 3rd March, 2017. This Seminar
was delivered by Dr. Deven Shah from IT Department, TCET.
ABOUT IoT: IoT is the new trend in the technology industry where the IT, Networking and Communication domain have come together to enable Human to Machine (H2M) and Machine to Machine (M2M) Communication.
It will link all the existing and upcoming machines to the Internet which requires data analysis and its management to ensure smooth communication.
PARTICIPANTS: Second Year and Third Year students of TCET.
OBJECTIVES:
•
Inspire and motivate students for working on Multidisciplinary projects.
•
Understanding the Data Analysis and management part of IoT.
FACULTY INVOLVED: Dr.Lochan Jolly—Dean Student & Staff Welfare and Mr. Biju BalakrishnanFaculty,EXTC and Dr. Deven Shah- Faculty,IT.
TOPICS COVERED:
•
Data Analysis
•
Data management
•
Networking

Dr. Deven Shah started the seminar by explaining the students what IoT exactly is. He then moved on to explain
how IT plays an important role in this field but also explained how IoT would not be possible without the participation of multiple fields of Engineering and Science. He also explained what routers are and how routing is done
using them in IoT.
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The main purpose of this seminar was to make the students aware of this new technology and how it is currently
being used. For this very purpose Dr. Shah gave various examples of such projects were Automatic Door opener,
Automatic Air freshener. He also inspired students to think of projects like the Smart parking Lot where the Car
will know which parking lot is free so that the user can park his car without searching for the free space. He also
mentioned projects like Medicine Reminders and Smart Umbrella which will be connected via the Internet to the
Weather Forecast and will indicate whether the user needs to carry the Umbrella or not.
PARTICIPATION ANALYSIS:
SR.NO.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
SWOT ANALYSIS:
Sr.
Strength
No.
1.
Arranged the
event with the
active participation of all the
students from
SE and TE in
TCET

CLASS
SE CMPN B
SE EXTC A
SE EXTC B
TE CMPN A
TE EXTC A
TE EXTC B
TE IT B

NO. OF STUDENTS
2
7
15
4
9
25
10

Weakness

Opportunity

Threat

All the students
didn’t have an
IT Background
which made it
difficult for them
to understand
some topics.

More such Interdisciplinary workshops can be
arranged to encourage the
students.

The Seminar hall booked for the
Seminar did not have the necessary equipment and we were not
informed about this prior to the
workshop.

OUTCOMES:
•
Event conducted as per the schedule.
•
72 students participated in this Seminar.
•
Students gained interests about various fields of Engineering.
CONCLUSION:
•
The IoT Seminar was conducted successfully.
•
A total of 72 students of TCET have participated in this event.
SCOPE FOR IMPROVEMENT:
•
Such Seminars could be conducted more often to make the students aware of various technologies that are
currently being used in the market.
•
Encouraging more number of related students in this field to join in for practical purpose and hands on
experiences.
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VISUAL T-CAD Workshop Report
15th March 2017
DETAILS: IEEE-TCET had organized a workshop on VISUAL T-CAD on 4th March, 2017. This was workshop
was organized by M.E students and college Faculty for the S.E and T.E students.
ABOUT VISUAL T-CAD: VISUAL T-CAD is licensed software which is best suited for the Linux OS. We can
use VISUAL T-CAD to design our own devices by selecting various parameters available in the software. The
software also allows us to simulate our device in a circuit and see the how the output will vary according to the
parameters.
PARTICIPANTS: Second year and Third Year EXTC and ETRX students.
OBJECTIVES:
•
Inspire and motivate students for working on projects in VLSI domain using VISUAL T-CAD.
•
Detailed learning of VISUAL T-CAD software.
FACULTY INVOLVED: Dr.Lochan Jolly—Dean Student & Staff Welfare and Mrs. Sukruti KaulgudFaculty,EXTC
DEVICES AND CIRCUITS COVERED:
•	P-N Junction Diode
•
Rectifier
•
NMOS
•
CMOS

The workshop was organized with a view to promote peer to peer learning.
The workshop was divided into 2 sessions. Both the sessions were recorded so that they could be uploaded on
YouTube and other students could also learn from these video lectures.
Session 1
Session1 began with an introduction to the subject for which the software is used and the software itself. The
session then progressed to understand what devices can be designed using this software. The students were then
taught how to make simple Diode. During this process the basic steps required for fabrication were made clear to
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the students as they were actually performing them. After the students designed their own diode they simulated a
simple circuit to see the Voltage-Current Characteristics.

Session 2
In Session 2 the students were taught how to make an NMOS in VISUAL T-CAD. They created the device by selecting various properties like the length of the channel, width of the channel, etc. However students from Second
Year were unaware of the device and its properties, so an explanation as to what the device is and how it works
was given by the presenters. After creating the device the students simulated it in a circuit. The students were
given a demonstration on how to create and simulate the CMOS circuit. The session and workshop concluded
after various doubts from the students about the software and the subject were cleared.
PARTICIPATION ANALYSIS:
SR.NO.
1.
2.
3.
4.
SWOT ANALYSIS:
Sr. No. Strength
1.
Arranged the event
with the active participation of SE, TE
students from EXTC
and ETRX.
2.
A brief introduction to
the VLSI subject and
the software gave students an insight about
the different avenues.

CLASS
SE EXTC A
SE EXTC B
TE EXTC B
SE ETRX

Weakness
The response exceeded
the registration limit due
to miscommunication

NO. OF STUDENTS
10
16
8
24

Opportunity
More M.E students can
organize such workshops for other technical
topics.

Threat
The OS required for
the software was only
available in one lab
with less seating capacity
Time was not sufficient More students from the Some of the PC’s were
enough for more detailed TE can be encouraged to slow and were hamperknowledge.
attend the workshop.
ing the progress of the
workshop.
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OUTCOMES:
•
Event conducted as per the schedule.
•
58 students participated in this workshop.
•
Students were interested to take up projects in the VLSI domain.
•
Basic Circuits were designed and simulated.
•
An introduction, enough to make the students curious about the software, was given.
CONCLUSION:
•
The VISUAL T-CAD Workshop was conducted successfully.
•
A total of 58 students of TCET have participated in the event.
SCOPE FOR IMPROVEMENT:
•
Such student friendly workshops can be frequently organized looking at the demand for the same.
•
Encouraging more number of related students in this field to join in for practical purpose and hands on
experiences.
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Report on Technical Seminar
A technical seminar was conducted for SE, TE and BE EXTC students on 3rd February, 2017. The topic for SE
students was ‘Cyber Security’ which was conducted by Ms. Mansi and Ms. Pooja who are cyber forensic experts
and work under Mr. Rizwaan Shaikh who is one of the renowned Hackers of India. There were a total of 94 students who took benefit of this seminar. The main objective was to make students aware of the current situation
and the risks which they go through unaware while using connectivity. The resource persons began the session
by discussing about hacking and the difference between Ethical and Non-Ethical Hacking. . They mentioned
different steps to avoid being hacked which included checking for connection, gathering information, checking
vulnerability, scanning system, maintaining access and covering tracks. After this they introduced to the students
different types of sources and what is the difference between them (e.g. Difference between a Trojan and Virus.)
Further they talked about Ransom ware which is a type of malicious software designed to block access to a computer system until an amount of money is paid. They further demonstrated a practical temporary hacking on one
of the student’s phone by installing malicious software on the phone, after which the hacker was able to access
all the information which was present on the user’s phone (e.g. contacts, photos, camera and other media). Then
they spoke about preventive measures that can be taken to prevent Non-Ethical Hacking like not using open Wifi,
keeping online accounts highly protected and not installing software’s from unsecured websites.

Mr. Rizwaan Shaikh Conducting Seminar
The topic for TE students was ‘Ethical hacking’ which was again conducted by Ms. Mansi and Ms. Pooja. There
were a total of 131 students who took benefit of this seminar. The seminar vastly covered the various practices
adopted by hackers such as Phishing, brute force attack, sniffing and so on. Along with that the various measures
that can be taken to safeguard against such hacking practices were also discussed in the seminar. It was a very
interactive session with live demos demonstrated by the speakers. They introduced a mild Trojan in a student’s
mobile phone and showed us live on the screen how hackers can gather anybody’s personal information in mere
few steps. Before doing so, the speakers made sure that the students understood the difference between a virus,
trojan and malware and went in depth to explain it. Passware Password Recovery Kit and Forensic Fire force
was used by the speakers to show how easily passwords are attained by hackers. The importance of password
safety and protection was also discussed in the seminar. The question of why always 7 character plus passwords
are required by most websites was discussed. The students were advised to use the following characters in their
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passwords in order to make the password more secure and difficult to hack into.
1] Lower Case and Upper Case characters
2] Special characters like *, \, etc
3] Numbers

The topic for BE students was ‘You are the future’ which was conducted by Mr. Shailesh Tiwari, Head of Sales,
Ball Corporation. There were a total of 30 students who took benefit of this seminar. Mr. Tiwari focused on the
main resources of the country that provides it the ability to grow and become the 1st in world rankings as far as
growth is concerned and labeled these resources as the ‘youth’ of India, i.e., the students. He showed the students
various pie-charts and tables to support the idea with proofs and numerical values. He emphasized on how China
with their system of manufacturing and exporting products in bulk could do so well economically and similarly,
how India could convert its major resource power, that is, skilled workers of our generation, into something bigger
and better than what China did. He was of the opinion that initiatives like Make in India, Digital India, Startup
India, etc will play a vital role in driving the economy. Mr. Tiwari said that while it is true that certain economic
reforms were needed, labor intensive technology can be fruitfully employed. He shared that India is witnessing a
perplexing time of contradictions wherein on one hand, it has the youngest population in the world with 12 million youth adding to the labor force every year and on the other hand, the current size on India’s formally skilled
workforce is meager 2%. He strongly emphasized on how and why this figure needs to change. The presentation was followed with a brief session of Questions and Answers, enabling a clear understanding of the subjects
examined. Mr. Tiwari then concluded the seminar by summing up the outline of all the topics addressed, which
according to him, indicated that the youth of India today is the bright future of India tomorrow. He put forward
his suggestions and encouraged students to take matters into their own hands to realize the dream that everyone
sees, of making India rank 1st worldwide.
In totality, the technical seminar for SE, TE and BE students was a wonderful experience which the participating
students enjoyed and took back words of wisdom that will definitely be useful to them in their near future.
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Report on
Computer Network Workshop
2017
Computer network workshop was organized in Thakur College of Engineering and Technology on 24th and
25th February, 2017.

About the computer networking: Computer networking is an engineering discipline that aims to study
and analyze the communication process among various computing devices or computer systems that are linked,
or networked, together to exchange information and share resources.
Computer networking depends on the theoretical application and practical. implementation of fields like computer engineering, computer sciences, information technology and telecommunication. This workshop is
meant to teach the participants essentials of the networking field and prepare them as network engineer.
Topics covered:
Sr. No Topics Covered
1 Networking
2 IP addressing
3 Different types of cables
4 Router and switches
5
Routing protocols
6
Virtual LAN (VLAN)

Kit Content Given for Practice:
•
3 Cisco Routers
•
2 Switches
•
Cables
	Participants: SE and TE students of EXTC Department.


External: Suhail Hasibullah Khan,CEO & Founder,S K Computer Solutions.
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Day 1 (24th Febreuary)
Day one covered all the necessary theoretical part which was required for practicals. External started the first
session by explaining the basics of networking with basic daily life examples before starting with technical
topics so as to strike a rapport with the participants and make the topics easy. This made the session very much
interesting and easy to understand for the students. It covered following of the topics.
1. Introduction to computer networking
2. Future aspects and career in the field of computer networking.
3. Introduction to networking.
4. Different type of cables.
5. Wide description about putty software.
6. IP addressing.
7. Routing configuration.
8. Detail introduction of router and switches.
9. Router protocols.
The post lunch session ended at 5.00pm after which the speaker held a doubt solving session to clear all the
doubts the participants had in person. The participants were satisfied with what they had learned on the first day
and then dispersed.

Day 2 (25th Febreuary)
The second day of the session started with configuration of Cisco routers. Routing and Switching of network
was conducted on software named Packet Tracer and Putty where students can get an overall idea of how the
actual packets are transferred within a network virtually. The success rate of the transferred packets can also be
measured by using the software. It covered following of the topics.
•
Sub-netting
•
TCP/IP and UDP protocol
•
Networking commands
•
Routing and Switching
•
VLAN
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Outcomes:
1. Current scenario/job oppurtunities for computer networking
2. Detailed knowledge about networking
3. Different between LAN ,WAN and MAN .
4. Programming instructions used in putty and reading the environment parameter.
5. Can design any practical based on networking
Practical applications of computer networking


6.

Learning :

1.	Practical hands on experience is the highlight of this workshop. Participants could actually perform operations on router and switches which till date where just heard off.
2.
Many new things which are currently trendy in the industries were learnt.


SWOT Analysis:

Sr. No.
1.

2.

Strength
This workshop
will brigde the
gap between UoM
subject : CCTN
syllabus and
CCNA exam curriculum.
It help students to
clear their basic concepts for
CCNA exam.

Weakness
Security feature
which was mentioned in the workshop syllabus was
not covered in the
workshop due to
lack of time.

Opportunity
After completion of
this workshop, students can prepare &
appear for CCNA
exam.

Threat
To reach individual student for motivation and
participation in the event
was a difficult task.

The industry requirement for CCNA
certified people has
increased. Today, recruiters are looking for
competent individuals who have an edge
over others.

Though Consent given,
Many students backed out
from the workshop at last
moment because they had
another activities.
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Scope for Improvement:

1.
Such student friendly workshops can be frequently organized looking at the demand for the same which
couldn’t be fulfilled due to time restrictions.
2.
Encouraging more number of students interested in this field to join in for practical purpose and hands
on experiences.
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MULTICON’17 ARDUINO Workshop
4th March 2017

DETAILS: The EXTC Department had organized a workshop in MULTICON-W 2017 on ARDUINO Development Board on 24th and 25th of February, 2017. This was workshop was organized by T.E students for the S.E
students.
ABOUT ARDUINO: Arduino is an open-source electronics platform based on easy-to-use hardware and software. The Arduino can be used to read sensors and control things like motors and lights, Programs can be uploaded to this board which can then interact with things in the real world. With this, devices which respond and
react to the world at large can be made.
PARTICIPANTS: Second year EXTC students.
OBJECTIVES:
•
Inspire and motivate students for working on Arduino projects.
•
Detailed learning of Arduino and many other modules.
FACULTY INVOLVED: Dr.Lochan Jolly—Dean Student & Staff Welfare
PROJECTS COVERED:
•
Blinking of Onboard LED
•
Blinking of External LED
•
Fading of LED
•
Traffic Lights using LEDs
•
Up Counter using Seven Segment LED
•
Interfacing of LCD
•
Motor Interfacing and Speed and Direction Control
•
Interfacing of Ultrasound Module (demo)
•
Interfacing of Fingerprint Module (demo)
•
Wireless motor control using Bluetooth Module (demo)
KIT CONTENTS:
•
ARDUINO UNO Board
•
A/B Cable
•
Seven Segment LED
•
Motor Driver IC L239D
•
Stepper Motor
•	Potentiometer
•
Jumper wires
•
Bread Board
•
Resistors and LED’s
The workshop was organized with a view to promote peer to peer learning.
The workshop was divided into 3 sessions across 2 days.
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DAY 1-24thof February, 2017
Session 1
Session 1 started at 11 am as the students gathered in Lab 118. The session was started by Lochan Ma’am with a
brief introduction to Micro-controllers. She then moved on to explain the difference between Micro-Processors
and Micro-controllers. The students were then introduced to the Hardware part of the ARDUINO Board and
their functions in brief. The session was then taken over by the students from T.E. T.E. students then gave an in
detail description of the parameters and limitations required for the ARDUINO Board. After this the students
were introduced to the ARDUINO IDE. All the syntaxes required to burn a basic program were explained to
students. They were also made aware of the common mistakes made during programming.
After this introduction to the Hardware and Software part of ARDUINO, the session then progressed to demonstrate and execute the basic examples available in the IDE. The students then executed simple programs
like LED blinking and Fading. The students then used this logic to simulate the working of Traffic Lights. The
students were then given a break for Lunch at 1 pm.
Session 2
Session 2 resumed at 2 pm. The basic working of a seven segment display, its types and its applications were
explained to the students. The students then wrote their own program to create a 0-9 counter using ARDUINO.
The LCD interfacing was taught next in which key points like use of potentiometers was explained to them.
Many commands like printing the words on the LCD, creating a counter and auto scrolling were taught to them.
DAY 2-25thof February, 2017
Session 3
The Session 3 of the workshop began at 10 am on 25th of February, 2017. The session began by the introduction
and working of the Ultrasound Module. The students were explained how the Ultrasound module can be used as
the eyes of the ARDUINO for various projects. They then interfaced the module with ARDUINO to practically
understand its working in detail. The students were then given a demonstration of how to interface the fingerprint module with the ARDUINO. They were also shown a project so that they could practically understand its
working. The students were then shown various videos where ARDUINO was used in bigger projects.
The next part of the session was interfacing of ARDUINO with Mechanical devices like motors. The working
of a stepper motor and motor driver IC was explained to them. Concepts like current sinking and sourcing were
also explained. The students then wrote a program to control the speed of the motor using a potentiometer and
the direction of the motor using a switch. After this a demonstration of how the Bluetooth module can be used
to control the motors wirelessly was given. The workshop enlightened the students and encouraged them to take
up projects in which they can use ARDUINO.
PARTICIPATION ANALYSIS:
SR.NO.
1.
2.

CLASS
SE EXTC A
SE EXTC B

NO. OF GROUPS
1
6

NO. OF STUDENTS
5
30
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SWOT ANALYSIS:
Sr. No.
1.

2.

Strength
Arranged the
event with the
active participation of SE students.

Weakness
Though all the
students were
notified about
the competition,
lesser participation from SE
EXTC A students.
Theoretical
Time was
knowledge and not sufficient
hands-on experi- enough for more
ence of Arduino. detailed knowledge.

Opportunity
More TE students can organize such workshops for other
technical topics.

Threat
To reach individual student
for motivation
and participation
in the workshop
was a difficult
task.

Lesser participation from SE
EXTC A class
which can be
improved by
motivation.

Though Consent
given, Many
students backed
out from the
presentations at
last moment by
giving personal
reasons.

OUTCOMES:
•
Event conducted as per the schedule.
•
Total 35 students participated in this workshop.
•
Difference between micro-processor and micro-controller.
•
About ARDUINO UNO.
•	Programming of ARDUINO and reading the environment parameter.
•	Practical on LCD and Ultrasonic module.
•
Demonstration of Bluetooth module
CONCLUSION:
•
•

The MULTICON ARDUINO Workshop was conducted successfully.
Total 7 groups with 35 students of TCET have participated in event.

SCOPE FOR IMPROVEMENT:
•
Such student friendly workshops can be frequently organized looking at the demand for the same.
•
Encouraging more number of related students in this field to join in for practical purpose and hands on
experiences.
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